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ABSTRACT
HIGH-SPEED DATA COMMUNICATIONS FOR VEHICULAR
NETWORKS USING FREE-SPACE OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
by
Yagiz Kaymak
The demand for high-speed Internet access for vehicles, such as high-speed trains
(HSTs) and cars, is on the rise. Several Internet access technologies that use radio
frequency are being considered for vehicular networking. Radio-frequency communications technologies cannot provide high data rates due to interference, bandwidth
limitations, and the inherent limited data rates of radio technology.

Free-space

optical communications (FSOC) is an alternative approach and a line-of-sight (LOS)
technology that uses modulated light to transfer data between two free-space optical
(FSO) transceivers. FSOC systems for vehicular networks are expected to provide
data rates in the range of Gbps for stationary and mobile stations.

They also

have additional benefits over radio frequency technologies including immunity to
electromagnetic interference, high security owing it to the use of directed light, and
the use of an unregulated range of the spectrum or license-free.
An introduction and mobility-specific challenges to FSOC are presented in the
first chapter of this dissertation. A geometrical model for a ground-to-train FSOC
system is presented and its performance is analyzed in the second chapter. Two
beam modalities (i.e., narrow and wide) are compared using this geometrical model.
A wide-beam modality that lowers the complexity of an FSOC system is proposed. In
addition, a range of beam divergence angles, which are selected according to practical
constraints, such as the maximum speed of a fast steering mirror to track an HST
traveling at 300 km/h and the connection time between the train and a base station
are proposed. All divergence angles in the proposed range mitigate the impairing

effect of train-induced vibration without resorting to a feedback-control mechanism
while guaranteeing high data rates (i.e., ≥ 1 Gbps).
An adaptive beam that adapts its divergence angle according to the receiver
aperture diameter and the communication distance is proposed for a ground-to-train
FSOC system in the third chapter of the dissertation. The proposed adaptive beam
improves the received power and eases the alignment between the communicating
parties in an FSOC system for HSTs. The received power, signal-to-noise ratio, bit
error rate, and the maximum communication distance of the proposed adaptive beam
technique are compared with those of the communications system that uses a beam
with a fixed divergence angle of 1 mrad. The results indicate that the proposed
adaptive beam technique yields a received power gain of 33 dB and extends the
communication distance of an FSOC system for HSTs to about three times under
different visibility conditions as compared to that of a fixed divergence beam. A new
model on ground transceiver placement of ground transceivers of an FSOC system to
increase connection efficiency is also proposed.
A novel diffused-light (DL) non-line-of-sight (NLOS) FSOC system for providing
1-Gbps Internet access to vehicles is proposed as the fourth chapter of this dissertation. This approach extends FSOC to locations that have no direct line-of-sight
(LOS) between the transmitter and receiver. The amount of received power is shown
for a receiving vehicle moving. Furthermore, the possible operation modes of the
proposed diffused-light system is discussed to realize full-duplex communications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Vehicular networking is an enabling communications technology for traffic safety,
traffic efficiency, and vehicle infotainment applications. It will most likely pivotal for
creating intelligent transportation systems [36]. The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration of United States has proposed a rule on vehicle safety standards that
requires all new vehicles to be equipped with vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-toinfrastructure communications capabilities, starting from 2019 [29]. As a part of the
intelligent transportation system, high-speed trains (HSTs), which travel at speeds of
300 km/h or faster, play an increasing role in public transportation as the number of
passengers traveling in them increases. For example, the number of HST passengers
in China has increased from 128 million in 2008 to 672 million in 2013, representing
an annual growth of approximately 39% [110].
Several technologies are being considered for vehicular networking.

Radio

frequency (RF) wireless technologies are currently being used to provide Internet
access to vehicles [36].

Wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi), worldwide interoperability for

microwave access (WiMAX), leaky coaxial cables, and 5G are employed or proposed
to provide Internet access to vehicles, but they cannot provide high data rates due
to interference, bandwidth limitations, and the inherent limited data rates of RF
technology [131, 31, 50, 57, 122]. Long-term evolution (LTE) can provide a peak
throughput of 31 Mbps to a mobile LTE receiver traveling at 200 km/h, it may
not meet the demand for high-speed Internet access for vehicular networking [118].
Wi-Fi and WiMAX can potentially deliver peak data rates of up to 75 Mbps, but the
actual data rates are lower than 10 Mbps [32]. The upcoming 5G communications
technology, using millimeter wave, may be also employed for vehicular networking
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[128]. It is expected that 5G will provide a peak data rate of 10 Gigabit per second
(Gbps) in low mobility scenarios, such as for local wireless access, and 1 Gbps in high
mobility scenarios in the near feature [128]. However, 5G is not yet deployed and
requires spectrum licensing. Moreover, these existing communication technologies
suffer from frequent and unreliable handovers affected by Doppler frequency shifts
and penetration losses in vehicles [57, 95, 116, 135].
This dissertation has been motivated by the lack of a reliable and highbandwidth communications technology that can provide high-speed Internet access
(i.e., ≥ 1 Gbps) to vehicles, especially to HSTs and cars.
Free-space optical communications (FSOC), which is also known as optical
wireless communications (OWC), is a line-of-sight (LOS) technology that propagates
modulated light to transmit data between two stations in stationary or mobile
conditions [35]. Recently, FSOC technology has attracted considerable attention
because it has the potential to transmit at very-high data rates between two terminals
separated over a distance of a few meters to thousands of kilometers. Free-space optics
(FSO) finds its applicability in stationary and mobile scenarios including building-tobuilding communications, HSTs, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), satellites, indoor
and outdoor local- and wide-area networks, and deep-space communications [80].
FSOC possess multiple advantages, such as high bandwidth, license-free band use,
long operational range, spatial reusability, security, and immunity to electromagnetic
interference as compared to existing RF communications systems [82]. Frequencies
used by FSOC are much higher than those used by RF communications. Therefore,
high data rates can be achieved while using antennas that occupy a small footprint
[53].
In the reminder of this chapter, the fundamentals of FSOC and its working
mechanism, challenges, and applications are introduced. Mobile FSOC systems and
their mobility-specific challenges are also presented in this chapter.
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1.1

Free-Space Optical Communications

FSOC finds its applicability in many use cases, such as in HSTs, cars, UAVs,
building-to-building, indoor LAN,satellites, and deep-space communications [48].
Figure 1.1 shows some FSOC applications with their communication ranges. FSOC
is a technology that may be used as a stand-alone communications system or in
combination with RF systems. As compared to existing RF-based wireless systems,
FSOC possesses multiple advantages, which are listed as follows [82]:

• High bandwidth
• License-free band use
• Long operational range
• Spatial reusability
• Immunity to electromagnetic interference
• Security
Optical beams for FSOC can be categorized into narrow and wide beams. An
optical beam with a divergence angle smaller than or equal to 0.1 milliradian (mrad)
or 0.0057◦ is considered to be a narrow beam, and, therefore, a beam with a larger
divergence angle is considered to be a wide one [84, 40, 60, 61]. In FSOC systems,
narrow beams are usually preferred to increase the light intensity at the receiver and
to decrease the geometric path loss, which depends on the beam divergence, as the
beam propagates.
Frequencies and bandwidth used in FSOC are much higher than those used
in RF communications. Therefore, FSOC can provide proportionally much higher
data rates than RF communications while using antennas that occupy less real estate
[53]. Moreover, the coherence of laser light in FSO links may reduce geometrical
path loss and therefore, enable the transmission of high data rates at long distances
[85, 33, 98, 69]. FSOC technology usually uses low-power infrared lasers, which
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Figure 1.1 Comparative representation of FSOC systems by distance.
operate in an unlicensed electromagnetic-frequency band either are eye-safe or can be
made to operate in an eye-safe manner [98]. The narrow and directional characteristics
of laser beams employed in FSOC systems enable spatial reuse and make them hard
to be eavesdropped, thus setting apart the level of security of an FSO link. Moreover,
the use of light as carrier of FSOC provides immunity to electromagnetic interference
[82].
Despite its advantages, terrestrial FSOC systems, where the beam travels
through the Earth’s atmosphere, are susceptible to some weather conditions, such
as fog, rain, sleet, and snow [97], and atmospheric turbulence [94]. Atmospheric
conditions may impair the propagation of an optical signal because the propagation
of light may undergo a variety of atmospheric attenuations, such as absorption,
scattering, and scintillation. The atmosphere is composed of gas molecules, water
vapor, aerosols, dust, and pollutants whose sizes are comparable to the wavelength of
a typical optical carrier [98]. Absorption occurs when suspended water molecules
and aerosols in the Earth’s atmosphere absorb the energy of photons as the
light propagates through the atmosphere. Absorption is a wavelength-dependent
phenomena. Certain wavelengths (or wavelength bands) in the visible and nearinfrared wavelengths can experience severe absorption.

Figure 1.2 shows the

absorption of the atmosphere under clear weather conditions (visibility > 10 miles)
for various transmission wavelengths in the near-infrared spectral range (between 0.7
4

Figure 1.2 MODTRAN transmission calculation under clear weather conditions.
Source: [20].
and 1.6 µm). This graph was created with MODTRAN [20], a software program that
was developed to facilitate the study of transmission properties of the atmosphere
[40].
Scattering, or light scattering, is another type of atmospheric attenuation for
terrestrial FSOC, in which the propagating light is deflected from its straight path
because of particles suspended in the atmosphere, such as air molecules, haze particles,
and fog droplets [35, 56]. These particles have different scattering strengths on a
propagating beam that uses a particular wavelength because the radius of each type of
particle is different. There three types of scattering: Rayleigh, Mie, and non-selective
[35]. Rayleigh scattering refers to scattering by molecular and atmospheric gases
formed by molecules of sizes much smaller than the wavelength (i.e., between 0.5 and
2 µm) used by FSOC systems. Mie scattering is used to describe aerosol scattering and
it occurs when the aerosol particle radius, which is in the range of 10−2 and 1 µm, is
equal to or larger than one tenth of the wavelength of interest [35]. This phenomenon
makes fog and haze a keys contributor to optical power/irradiance attenuation. The
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Figure 1.3 A fog event captured in Denver, Colorado. Source: [40].
attenuation due to Mie scattering can reach values of hundreds of dB/km. Figure 1.3
shows the attenuation levels during a fog event occurred in Denver, Colorado. The
first picture on the left side of this figure shows clear atmospheric conditions with a
visibility range of more than 2 km. For a clear sky, the attenuation level is measured
as 6.5 dB/km. In the same figure, the picture in the middle shows the onset of a
fog event, where the visibility dropped to 113 m and the attenuation level increased
to 113 dB/km. The picture on the right side of the same figure depicts the time
the visibility dropped to 75 m, corresponding to an attenuation of 173 dB/km. If
the size of the particles in the atmosphere are much larger than the wavelength of
the beam used by FSOC, non-selective scattering occurs. For example, rain droplets
and snow flakes cause non-selective scattering. Rain droplets and snow flakes do not
affect FSOC because laser light is able to pass through them easily. Another type
of atmospheric attenuation is scintillation, which may be defined as the changing of
light intensities in time and space on the plane of a receiver detecting a signal from
a transmitter [40].
A pointing error caused by misalignment of the transceivers is another major
challenge in FSOC [42]. This error is defined as the Euclidean distance between the
centers of the photodetector and the beam footprint at the receiver [55]. Pointing error
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may result in degradation or even total loss of the received signal. This error may arise
because of transmitter/receiver sway, platform vibration, motion of mobile stations,
error and uncertainties in the tracking system, or any kind of stress in electronic or
mechanical devices used by FSOC systems. Another type of pointing error is beam
wander caused by the inhomogeneities of large-scale eddies in the atmosphere (i.e.,
atmospheric turbulence), where the transmitted beam may deviate from its intended
path [82].
Figure 1.4 shows a simplified half-duplex terrestrial FSOC system that consists
of a transmitter and a receiver. In this figure, the laser light emitted from a laser
diode is modulated to send the intended data. The transmitted beam is collimated
by a collimating lens to minimize the beam spread as the light propagates. The
propagating light goes through the atmosphere because the FSOC system shown in
this figure is a terrestrial FSOC system. Note that there also are space and underwater
FSOC systems. On the other end of an FSO link, the incident light on the surface
of the FSO receiver is focused by a focusing lens to concentrate all the incident light
to a small-sized (i.e., in mm or µm) photodiode. An FSO receiver is also equipped
with some electronics, such as a trans-impedance amplifier to amplify the converted
electrical signal, a low-pass filter to limit the thermal and background noise, and
a symbol detector to recover the received data. A block diagram of such an FSO
receiver is shown in Figure 1.5.
Each party (i.e., the transmitter and receiver) in an FSOC system is usually
equipped with a transceiver that functions as both a transmitter and a receiver to
provide full-duplex FSOC capability. In such an FSOC system, two optical links,
one for downlink, one for uplink, are established between a pair of communicating
parties. Figure 1.6 shows a full-duplex FSO transceiver. In this figure, two apertures
next to each other work as a receiver and transmitter, respectively. In a different
FSO configuration, the transmitted and received beams of a transceiver may share
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Figure 1.5 Block diagram of an FSO receiver.
the same optical path if the opposite FSO transceivers use two different transmission
wavelengths (e.g., 1310 and 1550 nm). In such a configuration, the transmitting and
receiving module of a transceiver does not have to be spatially diverse. One common
aperture is used to both transmit and receive the beams and these beams are splitted
by using beam splitters in the enclosing [126]. In the remainder of this dissertation,
we assume that each FSO terminal is equipped with a transceiver.
Laser diodes operating at wavelengths between 780 and 1600 nm are usually
preferred as light sources for FSOC systems because they may provide high data
rates over long distances. Many FSOC systems use the laser diodes transmitting at
the wavelength-windows of 780-850 and 1520-1600 nm [40]. These wavelengths may
experience low atmospheric attenuation. Reliable, high-performance, and inexpensive
transmitter and receiving components are available in the 780-850-nm window.
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Figure 1.6 A full-duplex FSO transceiver. Source: [3].
Silicon (Si) avalanche photodiodes (APDs) and vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSEL) use this wavelength window. The wavelengths in the 1520-1600-nm window
are compatible with erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) technology, which is
important for FSOC systems that require high transmission powers (i.e., > 500 mW)
and high data-rates (i.e., > 2.5 Gbps) [40]. Moreover, lasers that use a wavelength
in this window can transmit up to 50 to 65 times the transmission power of lasers
transmitting at 780 to 850 nm in the same eye-safety classification. The solar spectral
irradiance may be a deteriorating factor for outdoor FSOC systems. The power per
unit area of the solar irradiance is smaller for the wavelengths in the 1520-1600-nm
range than the wavelengths in the 780-850-nm range [124].
Both parties in an FSOC system must be aligned carefully to point the
transmitting laser beam to the receiver [40]. Alignment is even needed for stationary
transceivers. For example, building-to-building FSOC systems use alignment and
tracking mechanisms to handle the motion of transceivers generated by thermal
expansion, wind sway, and vibration [40]. This alignment mechanism is usually
called acquisition-tracking-pointing (ATP) [81]. The beam alignment becomes more
challenging when the transmitter, receiver, or both parties are in motion. The extent
of impairing effects, such as vibration, is expected to be severe in mobile FSOC.
In this context, an ATP mechanism is used to acquire the exact location of the
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Figure 1.7 An FSOC system for HSTs.
transmitter/receiver (in both parties), point the transmitter to the receiver, and
correct the pointing/tracking errors while the mobile station is in motion [68].

1.1.1

Free-Space Optical Communications for Vehicular Networks

A mobile FSOC system is capable of tracking a vehicle, like a car or HST. A mobile
FSOC system requires additional features and capabilities, such high-speed tracking,
vibration mitigation, and seamless handover over a stationary one. An illustration of
a mobile FSOC system for HSTs is depicted in Figure 1.7. In this figure, an FSO base
station (BS) and a mobile FSO terminal on an HST communicate using a full-duplex
link that establishes two parallel beams; a downlink and an uplink.
As all other communication technologies proposed for providing Internet access
to vehicles, mobile transceivers must be able to perform a handover for continuous
communication as the vehicle travels.

Handover is defined as the process of

transferring an ongoing call/data session from one (i.e., source) base station to another
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(i.e., target) BS when a mobile node travels from the coverage area of the source BS
to the coverage area of the target BS [127]. Handover in RF communications systems,
such as LTE, IEEE 802.11p, WiMAX, and Radio-over-fiber (RoF) is performed based
on measurements of the channel quality, such as received signal strength (RSS), signal
to interface ratio (SIR), and bit error rate (BER), over an overlapping region covered
by two or more adjacent BSes [135, 95, 136]. When the channel quality indicator of
the link between the mobile node and a BS drops below a pre-determined threshold,
handover is carried out.
Handover in mobile FSOC may be handled in a different way from a handover in
RF communications systems because the light beam characteristics is different from
the omnidirectional transmission of RF. A part of the handover process in FSOC
involves the alignment of a steering mechanism, such as a fast steering mirror (FSM),
gimbal, or both, which are used to align the beam for communication between a pair
of communicating parties. The alignment mechanism steers the transceivers from
source BS to target BS as the mobile station enters the coverage area of the target
BS [126, 104]. For HSTs, handover is performed frequently and it may shorten the
connection time, which is the time when the train’s transceiver transmits and receives
user data [126]. Another handover-related challenge for mobile FSOC systems is the
steering speed of the ATP mechanism used in FSO transceivers. The angular steering
speed of the steering mechanism for a train moving at high speed may not be satisfied
by off-the-shelf steering mechanisms [6, 5, 1].
The narrow-divergence and highly collimated characteristics of a laser beam
make mobile FSOC challenging.

Specifically, a narrow beam is prone to larger

pointing/tracking errors than a wide beam because of motion-related disturbances,
such as the vibration induced by a vehicle’s motion, road/track irregularities, and the
turbulence effect generated by a vehicle moving through the atmosphere. Vibrations
can cause a significant reduction in the amount of received power at the receiver,
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resulting in transmission errors [69]. The vehicle vibrations may exacerbate the extent
of detector-decoupling loss, which is defined as the ratio of the optical power in the
receiver’s focal plane to the power incident on the active area of the optical detector
[40]. As the received beam spot wanders off the center of the optical detector, the
detector-coupling loss increases and the received power decreases. Among the types
of train vibrations (i.e., vertical, lateral, and longitudinal) vertical vibrations generate
the largest displacement of a vehicle (and the transceivers) [133]. Therefore, we focus
on vertical vibrations and their impact on the received power. The use of a narrow
beam requires a precise alignment if this beam operates over a long distance, such as
1 km [72, 121]. Such a precise alignment may jeopardize the connectivity between the
two parties [41]. Therefore, it is clear that an ATP mechanism is required to track
the moving vehicle and ensure alignment of the FSO beam.
Feedback control mechanisms may be used in FSOC systems as a part of an
ATP system to mitigate the effects of vibration and pointing errors [106, 46, 115, 126,
104]. Measurements from position-sensing detectors, quadrant photodiodes (QPDs),
or complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) sensors may be used to control
and align the transceiver. Moreover, wide-angle beacon lights might be employed as
a part of an ATP mechanism to align the transceivers [126, 104].
An alternative to a narrow beam is the use of a wide beam for FSOC. A wide
beam may generate a large spot size at the receiver location to cover the transceiver
or even the complete vehicle. The use of a wide beam may relax the constraints on
an ATP mechanism, such as the steering speed of the FSM, or completely eliminate
the need for an ATP [88].
The contributions of this dissertation are listed as follows:
1. It compares different beam modalities and reveals a viable range of divergence
angles to realize an FSOC system for HSTs, for the first time. The revealed
range of divergence angles mitigates the impairing effect of train-induced
vibration while guaranteeing high data rates (i.e., ≥ 1 Gbps) for an HST. The
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divergence angles in the proposed range meet the theoretical maximum steering
speed of an FSM, and lowers the complexity of an FSOC system.
2. It proposes an adaptive-divergence beam in an FSOC system for HSTs, which
improves the received power, signal-to-noise ratio, and the bit error rate as
compared to a
fixed-divergence beam. The proposed adaptive-divergence approach adapts the
beam divergence angle of the transmitted beam to achieve a footprint of the
diameter of the receiver aperture and minimize the geometric loss of the optical
link for a given communication distance between a transmitter-receiver pair.
3. It proposes a new ground station placement in an FSOC system for HSTs to
place the ground stations right above the passage of an HST to achieve an
efficient alignment between the ground stations and the mobile FSO stations
on the train. This new placement improve the received power by decreasing the
lateral distance between the train and the ground transceivers, and makes the
ground transceivers parallel to the track.
4. It proposes a novel outdoor diffused-light non-line-of-sight FSOC (DL-NLOSFSOC) system that does not require a direct LOS between the communicating
parties for vehicular networks. The proposed communications system allows the
receivers to receive a transmitted beam regardless of the angle of view, which
eliminates the fine alignment requirement in mobile FSOC systems.
Further details on above points are given next. An outline of the dissertation
is presented at the end of this chapter.

1.2

Divergence-Angle Efficiency of a Laser Beam in Free-Space Optical
Communications for High-Speed Trains

Two different laser beam modalities, narrow and wide beam, in an FSOC system
for ground-to-train HST communications are compared, where the trade-offs among
receiving power, coverage area and the complexity of an ATP mechanism are analyzed.
A divergence angle of a wide beam in the range of [0.07◦ , 2.002◦ ] is proposed to
relax the steering speed of a FSM, which is one of the major components of the
ATP mechanisms in mobile FSOC systems. A beam using a divergence angle in the
proposed range allows to overcome the negative effects of vertical vibrations induced
by the train’s motion. The proposed divergence angles provide a large link range,
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effective coverage length, and long contact time as compared to a narrow divergence
angle.
1.3 Beam with Adaptive Divergence Angle in
Free-Space Optical Communications for High-Speed Trains
Adaptive beam that adapts its divergence angle according to the receiver aperture
diameter and the communication distance is proposed to improve the received power
and ease the alignment between the communicating terminals as compared to a
fixed-divergence-angle beam in an FSOC system for HSTs. The proposed adaptive
beam outperforms a fixed-divergence-angle beam that uses a divergence angle of 1
mrad by an average received-power difference of approximately 33 dB. Moreover,
the adaptive divergence beam increases the maximum communication distance of an
FSOC system for HSTs by an average distance of 742 m over a fixed-divergence beam
by guaranteeing a BER of 10−9 for different visibility values. A new placement of
ground transceivers above the track (above the train passage) is also proposed for an
FSOC system for HSTs, for an optimum alignment with the train movement. The
proposed transceiver placement decreases the lateral distance between the transceiver
on the train and a base station, and in turn increases the received power of 3.8 dB,
in average, over a layout that places base stations next to the track.
1.4

Diffused-Light Non-Line-of-Sight Free-Space Optical
Communications for Vehicular Networks

A novel DL-NLOS-FSOC system is proposed for providing high-speed (i.e., ≥ 1 Gbps)
Internet access to vehicles. This approach extends FSOC to locations that have
no direct LOS between the transmitter and receiver. We analyze the amount of
received power by a moving vehicle and show the received power for a receiving vehicle
moving. Furthermore, we introduce possible operation modes for realizing full-duplex
communications with DL-NLOS-FSOC. Our results show that a 1-Gbps optical link
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between a transmitter-receiver pair can be achieved with an average DR-to-receiver
distance of 220 meters for varying transmission powers of 50 to 200 mW.
1.5

Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a ground-to-train FSOC
system that lowers the complexity and mitigates the train-induced vibration is
presented. In Chapter 3, an adaptive divergence beam that adapts the divergence
angle of a transmitted beam to improve the received power, signal-to-noise ratio, and
the bit error rate is presented. In Chapter 4, a diffused-light non-line-of-sight FSOC
system that eliminates the direct LOS requirement of an FSOC system is proposed
for vehicular networks. In Chapter 5, discussions, concluding remarks, and future
research plans are presented.
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CHAPTER 2
DIVERGENCE-ANGLE EFFICIENCY OF A LASER BEAM IN
FREE-SPACE OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FOR HIGH-SPEED
TRAINS

In this chapter, we employ a geometrical model to represent a ground-to-train FSOC
system and to analyze its performance. Using this geometrical model, we present a
comparison between narrow or wide beam modalities. This chapter aims to reveal
which of the beam modalities lowers the complexity of an FSOC system. In addition,
we propose a range of beam divergence angles, [0.07◦ , 2.002◦ ], that is selected
according to practical constraints, such as the maximum speed of a FSM to track
a high-speed train at 300 km/h, the connection time between the train and a BS, and
the train’s vertical displacements of up to 50 mm. The smallest divergence angle in the
proposed range, 0.07◦ , is selected to keep the needed angular speed of a commercial
FSM [6]. This maximum angular speed dictates the minimum divergence angle of
the proposed range when the tilt angle of the beam is 45◦ or larger. The largest
divergence angle in the proposed range, 2.002◦ , is selected to allow a connection time
of at least twice the largest handover time, which is reported as 1 second for an
FSO communications systems for HSTs [38]. Moreover, all divergence angles in the
proposed range mitigate the impairing effect of the vibration induced by the motion
of the train without resorting to a feedback-control mechanism while guaranteeing
high data rates (≥ 1 Gbps). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
compares the narrow and wide beam modalities used in FSOC for HSTs.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents our
system model. Section 2.2 compares narrow and wide beam modalities and lists their
advantages and disadvantages. Section 2.3 presents our numerical results. Section
2.4 summarizes the chapter.
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2.1

System Model

A geometrical model [112] is adopted to compare and analyze the different beam
modalities. The beam propagation model of the laser light considered in this chapter
is characterized as a Gaussian distribution [62, 34]. The Gaussian beam model is
adopted in our analysis because it is a natural consequence of the laser resonant
cavity, and it has been widely adopted in the literature [40, 62].
In a typical ground-to-train FSOC model, a train car has an FSO transceiver
installed on the roof, and each BS on the ground has an FSO transceiver. Section
2.3 discusses the separation distance between two consecutive BSes. For the sake
of description, we focus on ground-to-train communications in this chapter. Note
that the establishment of a ground-to-train communications link also guarantees a
train-to-ground link because the transmitter and receiver of a transceiver are aligned
with the same orientation [126]. Therefore, our analysis actually applies to both links.
We consider that the transceiver on the train and the BSes along the track
use a wavelength of 850 nm. This wavelength is selected because of its availability,
reliability, high-performance capabilities, and the lower cost of the transmitter and
detector [35]. We also consider that the transceiver of each BS might be connected to
the fiber-optic backbone where a wavelength between 1530 and 1565 nm (i.e., C-band)
is usually employed [8, 15, 58]. Owing to the different wavelengths that the proposed
FSOC system and a fiber-optic backbone operate, a fiber-to-fiber media converter
[9, 7, 18] may be needed for wavelength conversion.
Figure 2.1 shows the geometrical model of the ground-to-train FSOC system
from a superior view (i.e., as seen from the top). In this figure, we assume that
the train travels along line segment [DB] from D to B. d1 denotes the distance
between the BS and the track and is set to 1 m [112]. d2 is the horizontal distance
between the BS and the track and it designates the location of the shortest coverage
point (represented by C) of the beam on the track. θ is the divergence angle of the
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Figure 2.1 Top view of the geometrical model of the ground-to-train FSOC system
along a straight track [DB].
laser beam. This angle impacts the beam radius, w, and the coverage length, L,
along the track. In Figure 2.1, tan β and tan δ are calculated as tan β = d1 /d2 and
tan δ = d1 /(d2 + L) using the triangles ACD and ABD, respectively. Furthermore,
because θ = β − δ, the coverage length of the light beam, L, in terms of d1 , d2 , and,
θ can be represented as:

L=

x2 tan θ
d1 − d2 tan θ

where x is the hypotenuse of the triangle ACD in Figure 2.1, and x =

(2.1)
p
d1 2 + d2 2 .

Denote θ1/2 as half of the divergence angle (i.e., θ1/2 = 2θ ) and γ = θ1/2 + δ as the tilt
angle of the beam. The tilt angle is the angle between the optical axis of the beam
and the horizontal axis, which is parallel to the track. This angle affects L because
γ is a function of δ and θ. Note that d2 affects the tilt angle of the transceiver on
the ground. If d1 is kept constant, the tilt angle of the laser beam decreases as d2
increases. The height of the BS is the same as the height of the train, which is
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~ in Figure 2.1 is the
approximately about four meters above the ground level. AO
optical axis of propagation, and z is the distance from the light source along the
optical axis. The beam radius at distance z is denoted by w(z) and, is calculated by
[62]:
s
w(z) = w0

where w0 =

λ
π θ1/2

1+(

λz 2
),
πw0 2

(2.2)

is the beam waist of the laser source at the transmitter. Here,

z = |AH| + |HO| and |AH| = |AG| + |GH|. In addition, the length of the line
segment [HO] can be written as |HO| = (L − |CH|) cos γ. Thus, z can be given as
z = |AG| + |GH| + (L − |CH|) cos γ. Therefore, z can be written as:

z = L cos γ + x cos θ1/2 ,

(2.3)

where r is the orthogonal offset from the optical axis of propagation of the light beam,
which corresponds to the shortest distance between the [GO] and [CB] segments at
distance z. For instance, r is equal to |CG| at the shortest coverage point C, and
~
it is equal to w(z) when z is equal to |AO|.
Considering triangle OHB, we obtain
r = (L − |CH|)sin γ. Using a calculation similar to that in equation (2.3), r is given
as:

r = L sin γ − x sin θ1/2

(2.4)

The received power at distance z along the track for a Gaussian beam is [62]

Prx =

2 Ptx Ac −(2r2 /(w(z))2 )
e
π (w(z))2
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(2.5)

where Ptx is the transmission power, and Ac is the effective light collection area of
the receiver. Ac is given by [107]:

Ac =

n2 Ad
sin2 ψc

(2.6)

where n is the refractive index of an optical concentrator that focuses the incoming
light on the photo diode, in the receiver, Ad is the photosensitive area of the photo
diode in m2 , and ψc is the half-angle field-of-view (FOV) of the receiver after the lens.
For the analysis in Section 2.3, we use Ad = 7mm2 , ψc = 5.15◦ , and n = 1.5 [112].

2.2

Comparison of Narrow and Wide Beams

In this section, we compare the narrow and wide beam modalities of laser light
transmission for high-speed ground-to-train FSOC in HSTs.

We discuss their

strengths and weaknesses for HST communications.
FSOC are susceptible to weather conditions such as fog, haze, rain, snow, and
combinations of them [40]. In free space, these weather conditions may cause the
atmospheric attenuation of the transmitted optical beam. Fog and haze cause the
most severe attenuation because of the occurrence of Mie scattering in the wavelength
band of interest (between 500 and 2000 nm) [35, 45]. A narrow beam has an advantage
over a wide beam under the weather conditions where the visibility decreases because
of fog or haze. Because decreasing the beam divergence decreases the spreading of the
transmitted beam between the transmitter and the receiver, which in turn improves
the link margin [40, 112]. Moreover, a higher link margin leads to an increase in
the link range (i.e., the maximum achievable distance) for a given sensitivity of the
receiver and makes a narrow beam preferred over a wide beam when the link range
is long [40]. As a consequence of the increase in the link range of a narrow beam,
the separation distance between two consecutive BSes may be increased. Therefore,
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the total number of BSes along the track and their total cost may be smaller for a
narrow-beam system than for a wide-beam system.
The light intensity of a narrow beam is greater than that of a wide beam at a
given distance for sources with the same transmission power [69]. On the other hand,
a narrow beam provides a shorter coverage length than a wide beam for a given tilt
angle as equation (2.1) shows. Moreover, it is easier to block the light of a narrow
beam than that of a wide beam. Therefore, some FSO products use multiple parallel
beams to increase the reliability of the link. If any of the parallel beams is blocked
the unblocked beams can continue to communicate. For instance, a commercial FSO
product uses four parallel beams that start overlapping at 100 meters [3]. If these
parallel beams have large divergence angles, the combined coverage area of them
is larger than that generated by multiple narrow beams, which may increase the
reliability of FSOC system.
Train vibrations generate larger pointing and tracking errors for a narrow beam
than for a wide beam. Because the size of the receiver aperture of an FSO transceiver
is usually small, train vibrations may cause the transmitting light to fall off of the
receiver’s aperture and this loss of line-of-sight disrupts the connectivity between the
BS and the train. Therefore, an ATP mechanism for a narrow beam is required to
maintain the transmitter and the receiver of the FSO link aligned at all times, even
in the occurrence of vibration induced by the motion of the train. The employment
of such an ATP mechanism increases the cost of the FSOC system [68].
Regarding security, it is harder to intercept a narrow beam than a wide beam
because the narrow beam has a smaller spatial footprint. Furthermore, regardless of
whether the beam is narrow or wide, laser light employed in FSOC cannot penetrate
walls or opaque obstacles, thus making eavesdropping difficult. Table 2.1 presents
a comparison of the the properties, advantages and disadvantages of two beam
modalities for high-speed ground-to-train FSOC.
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Table 2.1 Comparison of Narrow and Wide Beam
Condition/Scenario

Preferred

Reason

Beam
Weather effect

A narrow beam is less susceptible

Narrow

to fog, rain, and snow [40].
Range

Narrow

A narrow beam has larger link margin,
achieving greater distances [40].
The narrow-beam achievable distance

BS cost

Narrow

allows longer separation of BSes,
thus needing fewer BSes.

Light intensity

A narrow beam achieves

Narrow

high light intensity [69].
Coverage length

The coverage area of a wide beam

Wide

is larger than that of a narrow beam.
Blocking laser light

A wide beam is more difficult

Wide

to block at the receiver side.
Parallel beams

Wider beams may attain

Wide

increased coverage and reliability.
Wide beams may allow stronger
Vibration

Wide

vibrations than a narrow beam to keep
the receiver in the covered area.

ATP requirement

Wide

A wide beam may need less alignment than
a narrow beam; relaxing the need for ATP.

Transceiver cost

A wide beam without ATP

Wide

may be more cost effective.
Security

Narrow

A narrow beam offers increased link
security as the spatial footprint is small [99].
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2.3

Results and Discussion

In this section, we analyze and compare narrow- and wide- beam modalities in terms
of the impact of the divergence angle of a laser beam on the maximum achievable
distance (i.e., link range), coverage length, and contact time. We present the received
power over different tilt angles and d2 values. We analyze the angular speed of the
FSM for various divergence angles and present the impact of train vibrations on
the received power. We also report a laser experiment performed in a laboratory
environment that shows the theoretical received power values given by equation (2.5)
match actual power values. The experimental results are provided at the end of this
section.
Based on the results given in this section, we propose to employ a divergence
angle of a wide beam in the range [0.07◦ , 2.002◦ ] to drastically reduce the steering
speed of the FSM, to accommodate vertical displacements of the train of up to 50
mm while guaranteeing a 1-Gbps data rate, and to provide connection time to the
train that is larger than or equal to the handover time.
We use MATLABr [101] to perform numerical evaluations of the models
described by equations (2.1) - (2.6). We consider on–off keying (OOK) as the adopted
modulation scheme, which is widely used in FSOC [40, 69]. A BER of 10−9 is adopted
to guarantee an error-free data transmission for 1 Gbps at the receiver sensitivity
threshold and no forward error coding scheme is used. We summarize the system
model parameters used in the analysis of our FSOC system in Table 2.2.
According to equation (2.5), Figure 2.2 shows the maximum achievable distance
along the track when θ varies from 0.002 to 3.002◦ in 0.1◦ steps; the maximum
achievable distance for each θ is calculated according to the receiver sensitivity
threshold, which is -36 dBm at 1 Gbps.

The maximum achievable distance

corresponds to the maximum distance at which the received light signal can be
decoded and converted back to an electrical signal. We adopt -36 dBm as the receiver
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Table 2.2 System Model Parameters for Divergence Angle Efficiency
Symbol

Parameter

Value

Unit

θ

Beam divergence angle

variable

degree

λ

Laser operating wavelength

850

nm

γ

Tilt angle of the BS

variable

degree

1

m

variable

m

d1

Vertical distance of
the BS from the track

d2

Horizontal distance of
the BS from the track

L

Coverage length of the beam

variable

m

Ptx

Transmission power of the laser

100

mW

S

Receiver sensitivity (at 1 Gbps)

-36

dBm

1.5

-

n

Refractive index of
the optical concentrator

ψc

Receiver half-angle field-of-view

5.15

degree

Ad

Photodetector area

7

mm2

f

Frequency of the vibration

80

Hz

a

Amplitude of the vibration

[0, 60]

mm

v

Speed of the train

300

km/h

sensitivity threshold because silicon positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) photodiodes
with a transimpedance amplifier can provide data rates up to 1 Gbps at that sensitivity threshold by using an 850-nm laser [40, 60]. Also note that there are some FSOC
systems that provide a data rate of 1 Gbps or higher [130, 107, 103, 102, 108, 109, 40]
but for stationary communications for fixed transceivers. For instance, a fabricated
indoor optical wireless communication system capable of transmitting at a data rate
of 1.25 Gbps using an 825-nm-wavelength with a transmission power of 25 mW has
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been demonstrated [107]. This transmission power is lower than the one used in
our analysis [107, 103]. The same study shows that the measured sensitivity of the
employed avalanche photodiode is -35 dBm at 1.25 Gbps for a BER below 10−9 .
Moreover, commercial full-duplex FSOC products are reported to achieve data rates
of up to 1.25 Gbps with a range of up to 4 km in clear weather conditions [60].
Besides, 850-nm vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs), usually employed
in FSOC systems, can be easily modulated at 2.5 GHz to provide a data rate of 2.5
Gbps, with a potential transmission capability of up to 10 Gbps [40, 130].
According to the results in Figure 2.2, the narrow beam reaches up to 181,696 m
from the BS while still providing larger power than the minimum receiver threshold.
This result is expected because the highly collimated characteristics of the narrow
laser beam lead to a significant increase in the intensity of the light at the receiver
for a given transmitted power, which in turn results in a link range longer than that
of a wide beam [69].
Based on the selected divergence angle, the maximum achievable distance of
the beam determines the largest separation distance between two consecutive BSes.
Therefore, each divergence angle in the proposed range is associated with a maximum
achievable distance.
Coverage Length. According to equations (2.1), (2.5), and the receiver sensitivity
threshold, Figure 2.2 shows the effective coverage length along the track when θ
varies from 0.002 to 3.002◦ in 0.1◦ steps. As this figure shows, with the increase in
the maximum achievable distance, the effective coverage length of the narrow beam
along the track increases.
Contact Time. This metric is defined as the time the transceivers are within the
coverage area and eligible for establishing communication. The contact time includes
the connection time and the time to perform handover. Figure 2.2 shows the contact
time as θ varies from 0.002 to 3.002◦ in 0.1◦ steps for an HST moving at 300 km/h (or
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Figure 2.2 Maximum achievable distance at -36 dBm (m), the coverage length at
-36 dBm (m), and contact time at 300 km/h (s) for θ from 0.002 to 3.002◦ in 0.1◦
steps.
83 31 m/s). As expected, the narrow beam provides the longest contact time because
it attains the longest link range among the considered divergence angles. Table 2.3
summarizes the maximum achievable distances, effective coverage lengths along the
track and contact times for the sampled θ values.
We use the largest divergence angle that allows a connection time of at least
twice the handover time [38]. The largest reported handover time for FSOC systems
in HSTs is 1 second [38]. Considering that, a wide beam with a divergence angle
smaller than or equal to 2.002◦ yields a contact time larger than 2 seconds, allowing
a connection time of 1 second or longer (see Table 2.3).
Received Power. We graph the received power considering the receiver sensitivity
threshold, tilt angle, and equation (2.5), as Figure 2.3 shows, when γ decreases from
0.1 to 45.1◦ . The results in this figure reveal that for a tilt angle around 0◦ , the
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Table 2.3 Maximum Achievable Distance, Effective Coverage Length and Contact
Time at 300 km/h for Sampled θ Values
Max Achievable

Effective Coverage

Contact Time

Distance (m)

Length (m)

at 300 km/h (s)

0.002

181,696

156,951

2,180

0.07

5,190

4,487

53.80

0.502

718.22

620.72

8.61

1.002

357.03

308.73

4.28

1.502

238.75

206.85

2.86

2.002

180.08

156.38

2.16

2.502

140.84

122.14

1.69

3.002

116.56

101.16

1.39

θ

received power is not strong enough to allow the light be converted to an electrical
signal for a data rate of 1 Gbps. On the other hand, the narrow beam provides a
constant received power of approximately 20 dBm even the tilt angle is almost 0◦
(i.e., the BS becomes almost parallel to track). Note that a decrease in the tilt angle
increases the achievable distance between the BS and the train, and the narrow beam
has a considerably longer link range than a wide beam.
Figure 2.4 shows the received power when d2 varies between 1 and 100 m. This
figure also shows that d2 can reach beyond 100 m without a significant decrease in
power for the narrow beam. Moreover, these results indicate that a beam with a
divergence angle in the proposed range may deliver enough power at the receiver
to operate above the sensitivity threshold as d2 approaches 100 m. Similar to the
results shown in Figure 2.3, d2 increases for a constant d1 as the tilt angle decreases.
Therefore, d2 is longer for the narrow beam than that of the wide beam.
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Figure 2.3 Received power as a function of γ.
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Figure 2.4 Received power as the distance of the minimum coverage point varies
between 1 and 100 m.
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An FSO transceiver is usually equipped with an optical concentrator, a
photodiode, and receiver electronics. The optical concentrator focuses the incident
light onto the photodiode, and the photodiode converts the received light into
electrical signals, which are then recovered by the receiver electronics. According
to equations (2.6) and (2.5), an increase in the photosensitive area of the photodiode
(Ad ) or a decrease in the FOV of the concentrator (half of FOV angle is denoted
as ψc ) results in an increase in the received power (Prx ). The impact of Ad on Prx
is a direct result of the constant radiance theorem, and that impacts the maximum
collection area of an optical receiver for a given FOV, the reflective index of the
optical concentrator, and the radiation collection area of the photodiode [111, 107].
Moreover, FOV has an adverse effect on the received power because the constant
concentrator gain within the FOV of the optical concentrator (i.e.,

n2
)
sin2 ψc

decreases

as the FOV increases [75, 112, 47]. On the other hand, increasing the photosensitive
area increases the capacitance of the photodiode and, therefore, decreases its response
time [10]. Also, an increase of Ad leads to a decrease of the receiver bandwidth and
to contribute to the dark current noise of the photodiode in the absence of light [75].
In addition, an increase in FOV increases background noise, and that degrades the
SNR of the received signal [117].
Figure 2.5 shows the relationship among Ad , ψc , and Prx for θ = 0.502◦ . Ad
in this figure is selected from a commercially-available range of [0.1, 10] mm2 [17].
We select the range of ψc between 0.1 and 45◦ because the FOV of a concentrator is
usually bound to 45◦ [75]. Figure 2.5 shows that a small FOV and large photosensitive
area are beneficial to FSOC systems because they yield a greater received power. The
shaded zone of the 3D graph in this figure represents the Ad -ψc pairs forming a region
where the received power is at least -36 dBm for a data rate of 1 Gbps.
There are commercial large-area photodetectors operating at 10 Gbps or higher
speeds [4, 13, 12, 14]. For instance, a receiver-optical subassembly (ROSA) InGaAs
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PIN photodiode with a preamplifier may provide a data rate of up to 11.3 Gbps with
a photosensitive area of 1.25 mm [11]. Moreover, these ROSA modules may increase
their received data rate up to 100 Gbps by employing WDM techniques [4]. These
works show that photodiode areas larger than that considered in this dissertation
may achieve larger data rates.

Figure 2.5 Received power as a function of half-angle field-of-view and the size of
the photosensitive area of the photodiode when θ = 0.502◦ .
Angular Speed of FSM. Figure 2.6 shows the angular speed of the FSM of a
transceiver for a train moving at 300 km/h. The dashed line in this figure indicates
the maximum angular speed that a commercial FSM can reach, which equals to 300
radian/s, or 17188◦ /s [6]. In this calculation, we steer the FSM from 0.1 to 45.1◦ in
1◦ steps. For each {θ, γ} pair, we calculate the effective coverage length, Lθ,γ , where
θ and γ are selected from the represented divergence and tilt angles, respectively. We
obtain the required angular speed of the FSM by estimating the time it takes for the
train to travel over each Lθ,γ . Note that the speed of the FSM slows down as the
beam divergence angle increases because the coverage length of a wide beam increases
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Figure 2.6 Angular speed of the FSM for γ from 0.1 to 45.1◦ in 1◦ steps.
as the divergence angle increases. Figure 2.6 shows that the maximum angular speed
of the narrow beam is required to be approximately 598,935 degree/s. However, this
speed is infeasible for commercially available FSMs [1, 5, 6].
We base the minimum value of the proposed range for the divergence angle on
the maximum angular speed of a commercial FSM. This maximum angular speed
dictates the minimum divergence angle of the proposed range when the tilt angle of
the beam is 45◦ or larger [6]. Therefore, we propose to use the smallest divergence
angle in the proposed range; 0.07◦ , to keep the needed angular speed within the range
of a commercial FSM.

Vibration Effect. Possible movements of the train are modeled in three dimensions:
longitudinal; along the direction in which the train moves, vertical, and lateral.
Figure 2.7 shows these directions in reference to the train position. Because the
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Train

Longitudinal direction
(Direction of the moving train)

Figure 2.7 Three-dimensional view of the train and the vibration types.
train smoothly moves in the longitudinal direction, we analyze the vibration in the
vertical and lateral directions.

Vertical Train Vibration. We first investigate the impact of the vertical displacement
of the train on the received power to determine the maximum amplitude of the vertical
displacement that may cause connectivity problems between a BS and the train.
Figure 2.8 shows how the received power changes as the vertical displacement of the
train varies between 0 and 60 mm. As the figure shows, there is a drastic reduction in
the received power with the increase in the vertical displacement of the train for the
narrow beam. Specifically, the narrow beam crosses the receiver sensitivity threshold
when the amplitude of the vertical displacement of the train equals to 39 mm. The
loss of received power in this figure occurs because the detector coupling loss of the
narrow beam becomes severe. However, the changes in the received power of the
considered wide beam modalities are too small to measure. Moreover, among the
wide beams presented in Figure 2.8, the ones in the proposed divergence-angle range
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Figure 2.8 Received power in function of the amplitude of vertical displacement of
the train.
provide a received power greater than the receiver sensitivity threshold when the
extent of the maximum vertical displacement changes from 0 to 60 mm.
In the remainder of this chapter, we adopt 30 and 50 mm as amplitudes of
vertical displacement that yield the received power values above and below the
receiver sensitivity threshold for the narrow beam, respectively. The 30-mm vertical
displacement that does not cause a disconnection and the 50-mm displacement causes
a disconnection between the BS and the train.
We consider that the vertical displacement of the train can be positive (i.e.,
upwards) or negative (i.e., downwards). Figure 2.9 depicts the scenarios for positive
or negative vertical displacement of the train. This vertical vibration is modeled as
sinusoidal vibrations that can be generated by the unevenness of a wheel of an HST
or the rail [123]. The vibrational frequency used in this analysis was set to 80 Hz,
which is the upper frequency limit of the ground vibration measured when an HST
travels at speeds up to 290 km/h [133].
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Figure 2.9 Scenario for positive or negative vertical displacement of the train.
Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b) show the corresponding impact of the train vibration
on the received power for maximum vertical displacements of 30 and 50 mm,
respectively. When the vertical displacement of the train fluctuates, the received
power of the narrow beam also fluctuates. The 50 mm displacement causes the
received power to decrease below the the receiver sensitivity threshold because the
center of the beam moves far from the receiver, and the received power decreases
in accordance with the gaussian distribution of the beam. Therefore, a vertical
displacement of 50 mm may result in disconnections between the BS and the receiver
on the train. These results show that a narrow beam may not be an appropriate beam
modality for ground-to-train FSOC for HSTs undergoing vertical displacements of 50
mm and larger. Moreover, Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b) show that the divergence
angles in the proposed range yield a received power above the receiver sensitivity
threshold for a vertical displacement of the train of up to 50 mm.

Lateral Train Vibration. We calculate the coverage-distance safety margins that
guarantee a BS to be covered by the transmitting beam from the train in case of a
lateral displacement of the train. As the boundary of a covered distance is limited
by the divergence angle, we consider that a reliable coverage distance is the largest
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Figure 2.10 Impact of the vertical vibration of the train with a frequency of 80 Hz
and a maximum displacement of 30 and 50 mm for 1 second on the received power.
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Figure 2.11 Top views of a (a) positive (updwards) lateral displacement of the train
and the corresponding safety margin, [C 0 C], and (b) negative (downwards) lateral
displacement of the train and the corresponding safety margin, [CC”].
one for each divergence angle minus the safety margins needed for compensating
the largest lateral displacement caused by lateral vibration. These safety margins
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might be required for the transmitting beam not to lose the line-of-sight between
the train and a BS when a lateral displacement occurs on the train. We consider
d2 = 15 m as the starting position where the train and a BS make contact for the
first time. This position is found at the leftmost position of the coverage distance of
train’s transmitter [112]. The rightmost position covered by the beam corresponds
to the maximum achievable distance of the beam.

Figure 2.11 depicts the two

possible lateral displacements (i.e., upwards or downwards) of the train, and the
corresponding safety margins, respectively. [C 0 C] and [CC 00 ] in Figures 2.11(a) and
2.11(b) show the safety margins for positive and negative lateral displacement of
the train, respectively. Table 2.4 shows these values for the sampled divergence
angles. For the considered divergence angles, the positive safety margin at the leftmost
coverage point is calculated by using triangle similarity between the A0 C 0 D and ACD
triangles in Figure 2.11(a). The 50-mm positive lateral displacement of the train yields
a 0.75 m displacement for the BS in Figure 2.11(a) according to

|A0 A|
|A0 D|

=

|C 0 C|
|C 0 D|

triangle

similarity, where |A0 A| = 0.05 m.
Table 2.4 Sampled Safety Margins Required for Different Divergence Angles to
Compensate for Lateral Train Vibration
θ (degrees)

Safety Margin (m)

0.002

9084.86

0.07

259

0.502

35.96

1.002

17.90

1.502

11.98

2.002

9.05

2.502

7.09

3.002

5.87
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Similarly, the negative safety margin at the rightmost coverage point in Figure
2.11(b) is calculated by considering the maximum achievable distance and triangle
similarity between the ACD and A00 C 00 D triangles. Furthermore, by considering
the maximum achievable distance of a beam, a negative lateral displacement (in the
downwards direction) of the train causes the maximum coverage point of the 0.07◦
beam to be adjusted to 4,931 m, which yields a 259-m safety margin. In other words,
a 50-mm lateral displacement of the train would leave 259 m of the coverage length
uncovered when the divergence angle is selected as 0.07◦ . Therefore, we exclude that
length from the maximum achievable distance. Similarly, the same negative lateral
displacement causes the beam with a divergence angle of 2.002◦ to displace about 9
meters. Therefore, a lateral displacement of 50 mm defines safety margins (i.e., 0.75
and [9, 259] m, respectively) for the beams in the proposed range such that the train
and corresponding BS keep line-of-sight despite the occurrence of lateral vibrations.

2.3.1

Experimental Results

We performed a laser experiment in a laboratory environment to show that the
theoretical received power values calculated by using equation (2.5) match actual
power values. The experiment consists of measuring the received power at different
distances using an optical power meter. The transmitter comprises of a collimated
532-nm laser diode with an output power of 70 mW and a biconvex lens with a
focal length of 10 cm to diverge the beam. The receiver is a bolometer (Scientech
361) with an aperture size of 2.5 cm. We measured the received power and the
beam diameter for different distances between the transmitter and the receiver. The
considered distances are from 10 to 25 m. The longest considered distance is limited
by the sensitivity of the bolometer. Figure 2.12(a) shows the bolomoter used in the
experiment and the beam formation at the receiver when the light source is placed 20
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m away from the receiver. The laser beam through the lens sets a divergence angle
of 10.5 mrad or 0.6◦ , as defined by:
Di+1 − Di
l

θ = 2 arctan

(2.7)

where Di and Di+1 are the beam diameters at two separate points, i and i+1, and l is
the distance between these two measurement points. The theoretical received power
for each distance in the experiments is calculated by using equations (2.2), (2.5), (2.6),
and (2.7). Figure 2.12(b) shows the comparison of the theoretical and experimental
received power of the wide beam with a divergence angle of 0.6◦ . The results show
that the experimental received power closely follows the theoretical model. It is
worth nothing that the small discrepancies in the comparison may be caused by some
measurement errors as exact measurement of spot diameter and power are complex.
The results are encouraging.
We calculated the SNR and the BER using the received power values collected
from the conducted experiment. The SNR at the receiver is given by [75], as:
RPrx
2
σtotal

SN R =

(2.8)

2
where R is the responsivity of the photodiode in A/W, and σtotal
is the total noise

variance, which is equal to the sum of the variances of shot, thermal, and background
√

noises [99, 100]. The BER is expressed as BER = Q
SN R , where the Q function
is the tail probability of the standard normal distribution and it is given as:
1
Q(x) =
2π

Z∞

2
e(− y /(2)) dy

(2.9)

x

We assumed an Si APD with a responsivity of 0.5 A/W being used for a system
operating at 850 nm [19]. We also assumed that the total noise power in the system is
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(a) The bolomoter used to measure the received power and the beam
formation of the performed experiments.
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(b) Aggregated energy demands.

Figure 2.12 Comparison of the experimental and the theoretical received power for
the wide beam with a divergence angle of 0.6◦ .
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equal to 10 µW [49, 83, 112]. The calculated BER for the received power values given
in Figure 2.12(b) are negligibly small to provide an error-free transmission at 1 Gbps.
This is an expected result because of the high transmission power the employed laser
in the experiment. According to the calculated BER, a high-speed FSOC system
with a received power of greater than or equal to 77.5 µW can support an error-free
transmission at 1 Gbps for the parameters used in this experiment. This result may
be verified by using an optical simulation environment, such as OptiSystem [16].
Some other laboratory experiments for ground-to-train FSOC, which use the
same propagation model as equation (2.5), have been reported [114, 113]. These
experiments achieved successful FSOC between a toy train and a BS. By using a
light source with an output power of 10 mW, a BER of 10−12 at 10 Mbps [113] and
a data rate of 155 Mbps [114] are achieved, respectively. In another experiment, a
diverged beam is used to show how the received power changes when the distance
between the light source and the diverging lens varies [134]. The experimental results
in [134] show that a data rate of 622.08 Mbps is achieved when the minimum received
power is -36 dBm. These experimental results support that the propagation model
used in this chapter is valid and experimental results match the theoretical analysis.

2.4

Chapter Summary

Two different laser beam modalities, narrow and wide beams, for FSOC have been
investigated in the context of ground-to-HST communications. These two beam
modalities are compared and their advantages and disadvantages are revealed. The
covered distance, steering speed, steering arc, covered area, and the impact of
vibration for each angle are also estimated. Considering the results presented in
this chapter, we propose to use a divergence-angle range to enable a contact time
larger than or equal to the worst-case handover time. The impact of vibration is
also examined and our results show that the proposed range of divergence angles
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guarantees that the received power is larger than the receiver sensitivity threshold
with the maximum vertical vibration amplitude smaller than or equal to 50 mm.
The findings in this chapter motivate us to propose an adaptive-divergence beam
in the next chapter to further improve the received power, SNR, and BER of a mobile
FSOC system for HSTs. A laser beam that adopts its divergence angle according to
the communication distance between a transmitter-receiver pair and the aperture
diameter of the receiver may take advantage of minimizing the geometric loss of the
optical link while facilitating the transmitter-receiver alignment.
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CHAPTER 3
BEAM WITH ADAPTIVE DIVERGENCE ANGLE IN FREE-SPACE
OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FOR HIGH-SPEED TRAINS

In this chapter, an adaptive beam that adapts its divergence angle according to
the receiver aperture diameter and the communication distance is proposed. The
proposed adaptive beam improves the received power and eases the alignment between
the communicating optical transceivers in an FSOC system for HSTs. The received
power, SNR, BER, and the maximum communication distance of the proposed
adaptive beam are compared with a beam that uses a fixed divergence angle of 1 mrad.
The results indicate that the proposed adaptive beam yields a higher received power
with an increase of 33 dB in average over that achieved by the fixed-divergence beam
under varying visibility conditions and distances. Moreover, the proposed adaptive
divergence-angle approach extends the communication distance of an FSOC system
for HSTs to about three times as compared to that of a fixed divergence beam. A
new ground transceiver placement that places the ground transceivers of an FSOC
system on gantries placed above the train passage is also proposed. The proposed
transceiver placement provides a received-power increase of 3.8 dB in average over
the conventional placement of ground-station transceivers next to the track.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents our
system model. Section 3.2 presents numerical results of our adaptive divergence angle
model. Section 3.3 concludes the chapter.
3.1

System Model

Several recently proposed geometric models of FSOC systems for HSTs [112, 79, 56]
place the base stations next to track. Among these studies, the results in [56] show
that minimizing the vertical distance between a base station and the train improves
the received power and increases the coverage area of the base station. These results
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Vertical
distance
(|AiBi|)

Figure 3.1 3D view of the proposed FSOC system for HSTs.
provide a motivation to propose an FSOC system for HSTs, where the base stations
are placed above the track (and above the train passage), as shown in Figure 3.1.
In this model, gantries may be used as supporting structure for ground transceivers.
An FSOC system having the base stations attached to the gantries instead of placing
them next to the track decreases the distance between the base stations and the center
of the track or the path followed by the train, thus, improving the received power,
SNR, and BER. Figure 3.2 compares the received power of an FSOC model that
places the base stations next to the track [79] and our proposed ground transceiver
placement where the base stations are attached to gantries. Both models in Figure
3.2 use an adaptive beam that adjusts its divergence angle according to the diameter
of the receiver aperture and the communication distance. According to the results in
this figure, the proposed placement achieves a higher received power with an increase
of 3.8 dB on average.
Each base station in the proposed ground transceiver placement is attached to
a gantry that may be used in the power network along the track. Therefore, this
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of received power for a system that places base stations on
the track’s side and another above the track, both using adaptive divergence angle.
The visibility is 5 km and transmission power is 10 dBm.
placement may not only increase the data rates or inter-station distance but also it
may decrease deployment costs. Moreover, at least two transceivers are placed on an
HST in the proposed model, as they allow establishing multiple optical connections
between the train’s transceivers and multiple consecutive base stations. Establishing
multiple simultaneous optical connections between the train and the consecutive base
stations may improve reliability and increase the aggregated data rate of the proposed
FSOC system for a train passing through an area covered by multiple base stations.
For instance, the three transceivers on the train in Figure 3.1 are connected to three
consecutive base stations, and this multi-link connection may improve the reliability
of the proposed FSOC system.
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Figure 3.3 Geometric representation (lateral view) of the transmitted beam from
a base station located at Bi .
3.1.1

Geometric Model

The geometric model of the proposed FSOC system presented in this section enables
the calculation of the received power. Figure 3.3 shows the lateral view of a beam
transmitted from a base station located at Bi . The transmitted beam is received by
a transceiver on the train located at H.
The longitudinal distance between the train’s transceiver at H and a base station
at Bi is denoted as |Ai Di |. The vertical distance between the train and the base
station is |Ai Bi |. Therefore, |Bi Di | can be calculated as
q
|Ai Bi |2 + |Ai Di |2

(3.1)

The radius of the receiver aperture, rrx , is equal to

p
Srx /π for a given receiver

|Bi Di | =

aperture area, Srx . Therefore, the divergence angle of the transmitted beam is
calculated as

θ1/2 = arcsin

rrx
|Bi Di |


(3.2)

The communication distance between the transmitter and receiver, R, (in Figure
3.3) is calculated as
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R = cos (θ1/2 )|Bi Di |

3.1.2

(3.3)

Calculation of Received Power and Impact of Fog

The received power of the optical radiation along the axis of propagation is calculated
according to Friis formula [99]:

Prx

 λ 2
= Ptx Gtx Grx
Lgeo Ltx Lrx ηtx ηrx
4πR

(3.4)

where Prx , Ptx , Gtx , Grx , λ, R, Lgeo , Ltx , Lrx , ηtx , and ηrx are the received power,
transmission power, transmitter antenna gain, receiver antenna gain, wavelength of
the beam, communication distance between the transmitter and receiver, geometric
loss, transmitter pointing loss, receiver pointing loss, transmitter optical efficiency,
and the receiver optical efficiency, respectively.
In general, laser-beam propagation can be approximated by assuming that the
lasers emit beams with a Gaussian profile, where the laser is said to be operating on
the fundamental transverse mode, or TEM00 mode of the laser’s optical resonator [37].
Therefore, we follow this approximation and assume that the laser beam considered
in this dissertation has a Gaussian profile. The approximation of the transmitter
antenna gain for a Gaussian beam is given by [92]:

Gtx =

32
θ2

(3.5)

where θ is the divergence angle of the transmitted beam, in radians. The receiver
antenna gain is given by [99, 71]:

Grx =

 πD 2
rx

λ
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(3.6)

where Drx is the telescope aperture diameter, in meters. The laser beam disperses
conically upon exiting the transmitter lens. This dispersion increases as the distance
from the laser source increases according to the geometrical loss, Lgeo , which is given
by [40]:

Lgeo =



Drx 2
Dtx + θR

(3.7)

where Dtx is the diameter of the transmitter, in meters.
Ltx and Lrx in equation (3.4) are the transmitter and receiver pointing loss [93],
respectively, which are given by
2

Ltx = e−Gtx γ ,
(3.8)
Lrx = e−Grx ζ

2

where γ and ζ denote the radial pointing errors of the transmitter and receiver in
radians, respectively.
Fog and rain attenuate the propagating beam as the water molecules/droplets
of fog and rain absorb and scatter the optical signal [35]. Fog is the most dominant
atmospheric attenuating factor for FSOC systems among all weather conditions as the
radius of water molecules of fog is in the range of the wavelength of the communicating
beam [35]. Therefore, we take the impact of fog into consideration in calculating the
received power. Some empirical fog models, such as Kruse [90], Kim [85], and Ijaz
[73] have been proposed to express the fog-induced power loss in dB/km [73]. These
fog models represent the received power as a function of the transmission wavelength,
meteorological visibility, and the coefficient related to the particle size distribution
in the atmosphere. The Kruse model is considered to be not accurate enough for
visibilities less than 0.5 km because it is originally proposed for haze particles [73].
Moreover, the Kim model neglects the relationship between visibility and wavelength
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for visibilities smaller than 0.5 km. Therefore, we adopt The Ijaz fog model for
visibilities in the range of [0.015, 1) km. The Kim model is adopted for visibilities
greater than 1 km. The Ijaz and Kim fog models share a common loss function that
is given by [73, 85]:

La =

17  λ −q(λ)
V 0.55µm

(3.9)

where La is in dB/km, V is the meteorological visibility in km, λ is the transmission
wavelength of the laser, in µm, and q is the size distribution of the scattering particles.
According to the meteorological visibility, q values are given by [73, 85]:




1.6,








1.3,




q = 0.16V + 0.34,







0.1428λ − 0.0947,







0,

V ≥ 50 km
6 ≤ V < 50 km
1 ≤ V < 6 km

(3.10)

0.015 < V < 1 km
V ≤ 0.015 km

The received power after the impact of fog is calculated by subtracting the
fog-induced power loss, equation (3.9), from the received power calculated in (3.4),
which is given by

Prxf og,dBm = 10 log10 Prx − La

3.1.3

(3.11)

Detection of Optical Radiation

The optical radiation transmitted from a base station is received by a direct detection
receiver on the train. A direct-detection FSO receiver in the proposed communications
system consists of a collimating lens that collects and focuses the incident light
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radiated by the transmitter, an optical filter to filter out the undesirable background
radiations such as direct, reflected, or scattered sunlight, a photodiode that converts
the optical signal to electrical signal, a trans-impedance amplifier to amplify the
electrical signal, a low-pass filter to limit the thermal and background noise, and
a symbol detector to recover the received data. The mentioned receiver equipment
may induce some noise that degrades SNR at the receiver. The total noise for a
direct detection receiver that employs an APD is a combination of the photo-current
shot, thermal (i.e., Johnson noise), dark current, and background illumination noises
[75, 125]. The thermal noise, also called Johnson or Nyquist noise, is the electronic
noise induced by the thermal agitation of the electrons passing through an electrical
conductor [125]. The dark current is the current that flows through the bias circuit of
a photodiode even without the incident light [125]. The dark current noise arises
from electrons and/or holes that are thermally generated in the p-n junction of
a photodiode. The background noise is the result of the undesirable background
radiation collected by the photodetector, which may arise from the intense and visible
background light, such as sunlight and artificial lights [75, 100]. The shot noise,
which is also known as the quantum noise in optical communications, originates from
the random occurrence of photon absorption events in a photodetector [100]. The
number of photons of the incident light fluctuates by following a Poisson distribution
at the receiver and the random occurrences of the incident photons on the receiving
surface causes the shot noise. If all noise sources have zero mean and are statistically
independent of each other, then the total noise power at the receiver can be calculated
by

2
2
2
2
2
σtotal
= σdark
+ σbackground
+ σshot
+ σthermal
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(3.12)

The average received power is typically larger than the signal current, which
makes dark current and background noises negligible in practice [125]. Therefore,
the total variance of the receiver-related noise of a receiver that employs an APD is
denoted by

2
2
2
+ σthermal
σtotal
= σshot
AP D

(3.13)

2
of an APD is given by
where σshot

2
σshot
= 2qe M iM F (M )∆f

(3.14)

where qe is the electron charge, M is the multiplication gain of the APD, iM is the
average value of total multiplied output current, F (M ) is the excess noise factor of
the photodiode, and ∆f is the system bandwidth. The multiplication gain of an
APD, M , is a statistical process and defines the ratio between the multiplied output
photocurrent, iM , and the primary un-multiplied photocurrent, iS [125]. F (M ) of
an APD increases the statistical noise caused by the multiplication process. In other
words, F (M ) is a multiplier indicating the increase in noise if all the photo-carriers
of an APD are multiplied by M . ∆f is the system bandwidth, which is typically
selected as the data rate of the FSOC system.
2
Thermal noise, σthermal
, of an APD is given by

2
σthermal
=

4kT ∆f
Rload

(3.15)

where k is Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and Rload is the load
resistance of the trans-impedance amplifier.
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The SNR, which is the ratio of the average signal power over the average noise
power, at the receiver is given by [75]:
SN R =

(SPrxf og,watt )2
2
σtotal
AP D

(3.16)

2
where S is the photodiode sensitivity, in A/W, and Prxf og,watt and σtotal
are
AP D

calculated as in equations (3.11) and (3.13), respectively. We adopt OOK -nonreturn-to-zero (OOK-NRZ) as modulation scheme [40, 69]. The BER of an FSOC
system that uses an OOK-NRZ modulation is calculated by
√
BER = Q( SN R)

(3.17)

where Q function is given by [76, 66]:
1
Q(x) = √
2π
3.1.4

Z

∞

2 /2

e−u

du

(3.18)

x

Beam Divergence Adjusting Mechanisms

In this section, we introduce some beam divergence adjusting mechanisms to obtain
a desired beam divergence for the proposed adaptive beam. A beam expander is
an optical device that accepts a collimated beam as the input and expands the
diameter of the beam as the beam leaves the expander [70]. A beam expander may
also reduce the beam width if the expander is used in the reverse configuration.
Note that the collimated beam diameter is proportional to the divergence angle of a
beam. Therefore, a beam expander may alter the beam divergence of an input beam
by changing its diameter. A simple beam expander, which is also referred to as a
Keplerian telescope, consists of two lenses with different diameters and focal lengths.
The magnification ratio of a Keplerian beam expander is equal to the ratio of the
focal lengths of the employed lenses. For instance, the magnification ratio of a beam
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expander with two lenses having the focal lengths of f1 and f2 , respectively, is equal
to

f2
.
f1

Another implementation of beam expansion can be realized by using a Galilean

telescope that also uses two lenses, one with positive and the other with negative focal
length.
A motorized beam expander, which usually incorporates groups of moving
lenses, adjusts the diameter and hence, the divergence angle of the output beam within
its magnification range [23, 25]. Therefore, by using a motorized beam expander the
divergence of a beam may be adjusted dynamically. Another method to adjust the
beam divergence is to use a 1xN optical switch with one input and N output ports [70].
The input port of the optical switch is connected to a laser diode or a fiber optic cable
that generates the input beam. Each output port of the optical switch is connected
to a beam expander with a different magnification ratio. The desired divergence
angle of the output beam is obtained by the selection of a specific output port that is
connected to the beam expander. The motorized-beam-expander approach yields a
continuously-variable divergence angle for the output beam. On the other hand, the
approach that uses a 1xN optical switch may allow adjustment of the divergence angle
of the output beam discretely because one beam expander with a fixed magnification
ratio can be selected at a time by forwarding the inbound optical beam to only one
output port of the optical switch. A third method to adjust the divergence angle of a
beam is a combination of the first two approaches, where a 1xN optical switch with
N motorized beam expanders connected to the switch’s output ports is employed.
This beam-divergence adjustment method is the most flexible one in terms of the
magnification ratio owing to the various magnification ranges of the motorized beam
expanders connected to the switch. A beam-divergence adjustment method that uses
a motorized beam expander, however, may induce a delay called the expansion change
time/delay, which is the time required to move the lenses of a beam expander to create
the desired output beam. Some commercial beam expanders have expansion change
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Table 3.1 Evaluation Parameters for Adaptive-Divergence Beam
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Unit

Wavelength

λ

1550

nm

Transmission power

Ptx

10

mW

Photodiode sensitivity

S

0.9

A/W

Electronic charge

qe

1.602x10−19

C

Boltzmann constant

k

1.38x10−23

J/K

Absolute temperature

T

298

K

Multiplication gain of the APD

M

10

-

Excess noise factor

f (M )

3.2

-

System bandwidth

∆f

109

Hz

Resistance of the amplifier

Rload

50

Ohm

Surface area of the transmitter

Srx

9

cm2

Surface area of the receiver

Srx

95

cm2

System losses

Lsys

0.5

-

times of 5 seconds to adjust the output beam’s divergence angle from the maximum
to the minimum divergence angle of the beam expander [23]. Therefore, we prefer
to use a 1xN optical switch with N beam expanders that have a fixed magnification
ratio to avoid the expansion change delay in this chapter.

3.2

Results and Discussion

In this section, we provide the numerical analysis performed in MATLAB R , where the
adaptive and fixed divergence angle approaches are compared in terms of the received
power, communication distance, SNR, and BER. Table 3.1 shows the parameters used
in the numerical analysis.
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Figure 3.4 Impact of the wavelength on the received power as visibility varies.
We use a laser diode transmitting at the wavelength of 1550 nm as the light
source. 1550 nm is a well-studied wavelength for FSOC with the following advantages:
1) The atmospheric attenuation of that wavelength range is low. 2) High quality
transmitter and detector components that use 1550-nm wavelength are available in the
market and they are capable of transmitting high power (i.e., more than 500 mW) and
high data rates (i.e., more than 2.5 Gbps). 3) Lasers that use a wavelength of 1550 nm
can transmit 50 to 65 times the transmission power of the lasers transmitting at 780 to
850 nm for the same eye safety classification [40, 85]. Figure 3.4 compares the impact
of the transmission wavelength on the received power for the three most-common
wavelengths, 850, 1310, and 1550 nm in FSOC. In Figure 3.4 the transmission power
and the communication distance are 10 dBm and 500 m, respectively. The 1550-nm
light (line with circular marks) yields the highest received power values among the
represented wavelengths for the visibilities ranging from 0.3 to 1 km. These results
support our wavelength selection for the proposed FSOC system.
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Figure 3.5 Divergence angle of the proposed adaptive beam as a function of the
communication distance between a transceiver on the train and a base station.
The transmission power of the light source used in the evaluations is selected as
10 mW to make the light source eye safe. Specifically, a laser transmitting at 1550 nm
with a transmission power of 10 mW is considered as a Class 1 laser, which is eye safe
in an exposure of for up to 100 seconds [52]. The sensitivity, multiplication gain, and
the excess noise factor of the selected photodiode, given in Table 3.1, are typical values
for high-speed APDs [105]. The resistance of the load resistor of the trans-impedance
circuit is selected as 50 Ω, which is suitable for high rate FSO links. The transmitter
and receiver telescopes with the surface areas of 9 and 95 cm2 , respectively, are also
available in the market [21]. We combine Ltx , Lrx , ηtx , and ηrx to derive the system
loss, denoted by Lsys in Table 3.1. Lsys = 0.5 is used in the evaluations [56].
Figure 3.5 shows the divergence angle variation of the proposed adaptive beam
for different communication distances between a transceiver on the train and a base
station. The adaptive beam in this figure adapts its divergence angle to keep the beam
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width equal to the diameter of the receiver aperture for each communication distance.
Specifically, having a beam width equal to the diameter of the receiver aperture
makes the alignment between the communicating terminals more effective than using
a fixed-divergence-angle beam of 1 mrad. Because the fixed-divergence-angle beam
creates a beam width smaller than the receiver aperture diameter for a communication
distance of up to110 m, the adaptive beam is preferred for such a communication
distance. Moreover, the width of the fixed beam becomes larger than the receiver
aperture diameter as the communication distance goes beyond 110 m. Having a
larger beam width than the receiver aperture diameter increases the geometric loss,
which results in a decrease of the received power. The adaptive beam, on the other
hand, reduces the geometric loss by constantly adapting the beam divergence and
the beam width as the communication distance varies. Therefore, an adaptive beam
is more effective than a fixed-divergence-angle beam in an FSOC system for HSTs.
Such beam attains a higher received power for communications distances over 110 m
for this specific scenario than a fixed-divergence-angle beam.
We use 75 m as the shortest communication distance between a train transceiver
and a base station in our evaluations because Lgeo becomes greater than 1.0 for a
smaller distance, whereas its range should be in [0, 1] for a fixed divergence beam
having a divergence angle of 1 mrad. Moreover, we use 2,000 m as the longest
communication distance in our evaluations as δ for the fixed divergence beam becomes
negative for larger distances.
We aim to provide an error-free optical link with a data rate of 1 Gbps between
a high-speed train traveling at 400 km/h and the base stations along the track.
Therefore, we target a BER equal to or smaller than 10−9 in our evaluations. Figure
3.6 shows the BER of an intensity-modulation/direct-detection (IM/DD) FSO link for
different values of SNR according to equations (3.17) and (3.18). Figure 3.6 indicates
that there is a non-linear relationship between the SNR and BER. Moreover, Figure
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Figure 3.6 BER as a function of SNR.
3.6 reveals that a BER of 10−9 can be guaranteed if the SNR is greater than or equal
to 15.56 dB. Therefore, we adopt such SNR as the reference value to calculate the
required received power that satisfies our BER by using equations (3.11) and (3.13).
Figure 3.7 shows the SNR of an FSOC system, according to equation (3.16),
for different received power values. The variance of the total noise used to calculate
equation (3.16) follows equations (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15), and the parameters given
in Table 3.1. The solid blue line in Figure 3.7 indicates the received power values
and the corresponding SNR that provide a BER of 10−9 or lower. As the received
power exceeds -21.94 dBm, the corresponsing SNR becomes greater than 15.56 dB,
which yields a BER of up to 10−9 , as denoted by the solid blue line in Figure
3.7. Therefore, a received power of -21.94 dBm is used as the minimum required
received power when the maximum communication distances of adaptive- and fixeddivergence beams are calculated and presented in Figure 3.8. This figure compares
the maximum communication distances of adaptive and fixed divergence beams that
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Figure 3.7 SNR as a function of the received power by a direct detection receiver
with an APD. The variance of the noise is calculated according to equations (3.13),
(3.14), and (3.15). The visibility is 500 m, or the presence of moderate fog.
satisfy a minimum BER of 10−9 as the visibility varies. The use of adaptive divergence
angle extends the communication distance of an FSOC system about three times when
compared to the use of a fixed divergence angle.
Figure 3.9 shows the impact of meteorological visibility and the communication
distance on the received power, in dBm.

In this figure, the power loss is a

function of visibility and is calculated by following equations (3.9) and (3.10). The
adaptive divergence beam yields higher received power than the fixed divergence
beam. Moreover, the received power gap between the adaptive and fixed divergence
beams increases as the communication distance increases. For instance, the adaptive
divergence beam in this figure yields 33 dB higher received power for a visibility of 1
km than the fixed divergence beam.
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Figure 3.8 Maximum communication distance for adaptive and fixed divergence
angle approaches for different visibilities. A received power of -21.94 dBm is used as
the minimum required received power to satisfy a minimum BER of 10−9 .
Figure 3.10 shows a comparison of received power of the adaptive and fixed
divergence beams for a visibility of 1 km. It is assumed that divergence adjustment
for the adaptive beam is performed by a motorized beam expander that has an
expansion change time of 5 seconds. Note that the expansion change time induces
a delay on the divergence adjustment that may create a beam divergence difference
between the expected and the actual divergence angles of the transmitted beam at
time t. The location of the train is periodically sent to the source base station to
have the divergence angle of the transmitted beam adjusted by the base station. The
exact location of an HST can be detected by track circuits, such as Eurobalises that
use the magnetic transponding technology [51]. The location information can then
be disseminated to all base stations by using various communications technologies,
such as global system for mobile communications in railway (GSM-R), universal
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of the received power for fixed and adaptive divergence
beams as a function of the communication distance and visibility.
mobile telecommunications system (UMTS), or satellite [65]. Assuming that the
train’s location is sent to a source base station at time t, the time that the control
message carrying the train’s location reaches the source base station is t+ttrans +tprop ,
where ttrans and tprop are the transmission and propagation delays for the control
message, respectively. As the control message is received by the source base station
at time t + ttrans + tprop , the communication distance between the train and the base
station is calculated based on the location information in the control message. The
divergence angle of the transmitted beam is then adjusted according to the calculated
communication distance between the train and the base station, and the diameter of
the receiver aperture. The time it takes to adjust the divergence angle of the adaptive
beam at the base station is tadjust . Therefore, the new beam divergence angle for the
transmitting beam becomes available at time t + ttrans + tprop + tadjust . Because of the
small size of the control message (i.e., tens of bytes) and the short communication
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of the received power between the adaptive and fixed
divergence angle approaches when a motorized beam expander is used.
distances (i.e., hundreds of meters) between the train and base station, ttrans + tprop
may be considered negligible. The major contributor to the total beam adjustment
delay is tadjust , which is equal to 5 seconds in this calculation [23, 25]. Therefore,
the beam adjustment is completed at t + 5 after the train’s location is sent by an
Eurobalise at time t. The received-power error bars for the adaptive beam in Figure
3.10 show the error induced by the total beam adjustment delay by a motorized beam
expander. Note that the beam adjustment delay may be eliminated by using an 1xN
optical switch, in which each output port is connected to a fixed-magnification beam
expander.
Figure 3.11 shows the BER of the adaptive and fixed divergence beams as a
function of the communication distance for visibility values of 0.5 and 1 km. The
fixed divergence beam can guarantee a BER of 10−9 up to 190 and 224 m for visibility
values of 0.5 and 1 km, respectively. The BER of an FSOC system that uses a
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Figure 3.11 BER of adaptive and fixed divergence beams as a function of the
communication distance for visibility values of 0.5 and 1 km.
fixed-divergence beam quickly increases and converges to 0.5 as the communication
distances become longer than 190 and 224 m for visibility values of 0.5 and 1 km
, respectively.

The adaptive divergence beam, on the other hand, extends the

communication distances up to 994 and 2,000 m while guaranteing a BER of 10−9 for
the visibilities of 0.5 and 1 km, respectively. Note that the adaptive beam yields a
BER smaller than or equal to 10−9 for distances longer than 2,000 m for a visibility
of 1 km. Because of the limitations on δ for the fixed divergence beam, the results in
Figure 3.11 do not show communication distances longer than 2,000 m.

3.3

Chapter Summary

An adaptive beam that adapts its divergence angle according to the receiver aperture
diameter and the communication distance is proposed to improve the received power,
SNR, and BER as compared to a fixed-divergence beam in an FSOC system for HSTs.
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The results showed that the proposed adaptive beam outperforms a fixed-divergence
beam that uses a divergence angle of 1 mrad by an average received-power difference of
approximately 33 dB. Moreover, the adaptive beam approach increases the maximum
communication distance of an FSOC system for HSTs with an average of 742 m over
a fixed-beam approach while guaranteeing a BER of 10−9 for different visibility values
ranging from 0.1 to 1 km. It is also proposed a new placement of ground transceivers
above the track (above the train passage) of an FSOC system for HSTs; for an
optimum alignment with the train movement. The proposed transceiver placement
decreases the lateral distance between the transceiver on the train and a base station,
which increases the received power of 3.8 dB in average over the base station layout
that places the base stations next to track.
In the next chapter, we expand the application of mobile FSOC systems from
HSTs to vehicles including cars. We tackle the LOS problem inherent to FSOC
systems by proposing a novel diffused-light non-line-of-sight FSOC system that
establishes high-speed optical links, one for downlink, one for uplink, between a pair
of optical terminals with no LOS.
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CHAPTER 4
DIFFUSED-LIGHT NON-LINE-OF-SIGHT FREE-SPACE OPTICAL
COMMUNICATIONS FOR VEHICULAR NETWORKING

In this chapter, we tackle the LOS problem inherent to FSOC by proposing a novel
approach that establishes high-speed optical links, one for downlink, one for uplink,
between a pair of optical stations with no LOS in between. The proposed DL-NLOSFSOC system consists of a transmitter, a receiver, and diffuse reflector (DR) that
uniformly diffuses the incident light toward all directions except towards the DR,
allowing the receiver to detect the diffusely reflected light regardless of the angle of
view. Figure 4.1 shows an illustration of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC providing
full-duplex optical communications between a ground station and a car. In Figure
4.1, DRs 1 and 2 are used for car-to-ground (i.e., uplink) and ground-to-car (i.e.,
downlink) communications. Here, an indirect path between a transmitter-receiver
pair is established by selecting the closest DR within LOS by transmitter and receiver.
Our proposed communications system simplifies the complexity of an adopted
ATP mechanism and can be used to establish full-duplex communications links. The
transmitter of the DL-NLOS-FSOC system uses a laser diode (LD) that emits a
narrow laser beam (i.e., with a divergence angle smaller than or equal to 1 mrad) as
the light source. The transmitted laser beam is pointed towards a DR, creating a
projection of the signal. The receiver points its aperture towards the DR to receive
the diffusely reflected light. A high-speed optical link between the transmitter and
receiver is then established. The DRs used in this proposal do not have any electric
nor mechanical parts and they are made of inert materials, such as Teflon, ceramic,
or even paint. DRs are not only inexpensive but easy to deploy. They may be easily
attached to buildings, bridges, towers, walls of the tunnels, traffic signs, or traffic or
street lights. They may be even carried by drones to form an infrastructure for the
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Figure 4.1 Full-duplex DL-NLOS-FSOC between a ground station and a car.
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proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system. Therefore, our proposed communications system
may be easily used in urban or suburban areas. In the transmission of the beam, the
geometric loss of the proposed communications system is minimum because the laser
beam is narrow and collimated, and this feature considerably extends the distance
between the transmitter and the DR. However, this is not the case for the receiver as
diffused light beams have less intensity and larger divergence angles than direct light
(i.e., light transmitted between transmitter and receiver with LOS), yet they remain
coherent. We analyze the receiving power at a receiver in the proposed system and
its bit-error rate (BER) to demonstrate feasibility of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC
system.
Several indoor wireless data communications systems that use diffuse infrared
radiation are proposed [59, 132, 75]. The first indoor wireless data communications
system that uses diffuse infrared radiation interconnects a cluster of data stations
placed in the same room [59]. A transmitter (i.e., satellite) with multiple LED-arrays
facing different directions is placed on the floor of a room and diffusely scatters
infrared radiation to be received by the data stations located in the same room.
The transmitted beams are scattered from the surrounding walls, ceiling, and other
objects in the room, thus filling the entire room with the optical signal carrier.
This communications system does not require a direct LOS between the transmitter
and receiver. The transmission wavelength and the average transmission power of
the transmitter is 950 nm and 100 mW, respectively. Multiple transmitters (i.e.,
one transmitter per room) are interconnected by wire and controlled by a cluster
controller to create a multi-room in-house network. Multipath signal dispersion
limits the maximum data rate of this communications system to 260 Mbps because
the transmitted optical signal may reach the receiver by following different optical
paths which may differ in length and propagation time. Our D-NLOS-FSOC system
differs from this indoor infrared data communications system as we propose an
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outdoor D-NLOS-FSOC system that does not suffer from multipath signal dispersion
because of the single optical path followed by the transmitted beam. Moreover, our
D-NLOS-FSOC system uses a laser diode as the light source that allows us to emit
a narrow beam [79], which minimizes the geometric loss between a transmitter and
DR.
Another indoor wireless communications system is proposed to use a plaster
wall (or ceiling) as an indoor DR to diffuse the projection of a transmitted beam on
the wall. A receiver is faced towards a diffusing spot, which is nothing but a particular
area of the plaster wall where the beam is projected on, to receive the reflected optical
radiation [132]. Unlike a diffuse infrared radiation configuration where a wide-angle
diverging beam is employed to illuminate the whole wall or ceiling, a narrow beam
is employed to limit the geometric loss between the transmitter and the diffusing
surface in this communications system. An optical-disc-drive laser that transmits a
beam at a wavelength of 780 nm with an average transmission power of 0.8 mW is
used as the light source. A fly-eye receiver design equipped with multiple lenses and
corresponding photodiodes facing different directions is proposed to allow an oneto-many (i.e., multicast) communication pattern between a transmitter and multiple
receivers. A diffusing spot enables the proposed one-to-many communications pattern
by using a plaster wall with a reflectance of 0.718 to diffuse and reflect the projected
spot on a wall to almost all directions. Therefore, any fly-eye receiver can receive
the diffused beam if one of the receiver lenses faces towards a diffusing spot. These
indoor wireless communications systems deviate from our work as we employ perfect
Lambertian DRs, with a reflectance of 1 located at well-known locations to construct
an outdoor D-NLOS-FSOC infrastructure for vehicular networking.
Several FSOC systems using a ultraviolet (UV) transmission-wavelength are
proposed to collect scattered light of a transmitted beam as the photons of the beam
collide with the particles in the atmosphere to establish a NLOS FSO link between a
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transmitter-receiver pair [67, 54, 96]. In these UV-FSOC systems, the optical course
of the transmitted beam and the FOV of the receiver intersect to allow the receiver
to collect the scattered light . Note that the wavelengths (i.e., 10 to 400 nm) used
in the UV-band of the spectrum are smaller than the wavelengths (i.e., > 700 nm
to 1 mm) used in the infrared-band of the electromagnetic spectrum. Therefore, the
particle sizes creating particle scattering for the FSOC systems using a wavelegnth
in the UV-band are smaller than the FSOC systems that use a wavelength in the
infrared band. Moreover, an under-water NLOS FSOC system uses the wavy surface
of the ocean to back-reflect a transmitted beam to establish a NLOS FSOC link
between a transmitter and receiver that are both placed on the ocean floor [39]. This
under-water FSOC system deviates from our work as the propagating light behaves
differently under water and through the atmosphere.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents our
system model. Section 4.2 presents the numerical results of our DL-NLOS-FSOC
system and discusses associated technical details. Section 4.3 summarizes the chapter.

4.1

System Model

In this section, first, we briefly provide some background information about diffuse
reflection. Then, we introduce our system model and provide the power budget
calculations of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system.

4.1.1

Diffuse Reflection

A diffuse reflection is the reflection of light or other waves or particles from a surface
such that a ray incident on the surface is scattered at many angles rather than at
just one angle, as in the case of specular reflection [64]. The ideal diffusely-reflecting
surface is known as a perfect Lambertian surface [74]. A perfect Lambertian surface
is a surface that reflects all the incident light toward all angles, absorbing none.
The incident light on a perfect Lambertian surface is uniformly distributed over
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a hemisphere and the intensity of the reflected light is the same regardless of the
observer’s angle of view [91]. Note that many commercial DRs with near-perfect
Lambertian reflectance characteristics are available in the market [22, 28, 24].
Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that the employed DR in the proposed
DL-NLOS-FSOC system is a perfect Lambertian; with a reflectance of 1.

4.1.2

Geometric Model

Figure 4.2 shows our geometric system model based on a perfect Lambertian DR. This
DR uniformly diffuses and reflects the incident laser light emitted by the laser diode
(LD) of the transmitter to all directions in a hemisphere. The receiver projects the
projection of the receiver’s photodiode on the diffusing surface, which overlaps with
the projection of the transmitted beam to establish an optical link. The notation used
in Figure 4.2 is defined as follows: dT is the distance from the LD to the collimating
lens at the transmitter. DT is the transmitter-DR distance. θT is the incident angle
of the transmitted beam to the normal of the DR. DR is the DR-receiver distance.
dR is the distance between the focusing lens and the photodiode at the receiver. θR
is the reflectance angle of the receiver to the normal of the DR. Although they are
not marked in Figure 4.2, fT and fR are the focal lengths of the transmitting and
receiving lenses, respectively. Table 4.1 lists the geometric notation used throughout
this chapter.
dT is selected to be equal to fT to minimize the geometric loss of the transmitted
beam. dR is selected to be equal to fR for the sake of simplicity. However, dR
may vary and differ from fR to control the radius of the receiver’s projection on the
diffusing surface. dR may be adjusted according to the surface area of the DR and
the receiver-DR distance. The adaptive control of the surface area of the receiver’s
projection on the DR is discussed in Section 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Geometric model of the DL-NLOS-FSOC system using a perfect
Lambertian DR.
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Table 4.1 Geometric Notation for DL-NLOS-FSOC System
Notation

Definition

DT

Transmitter-diffuser distance

DR

Diffuser-receiver distance

dT

Transmitter-transmitting lens distance

dR

Receiving lens-photodiode distance

θT

Incident angle

θR

Reflectance angle

ALD

Surface area of the laser diode

AP D

Surface area of the photodiode

AT

Aperture area of the transmitting lens

AR

Aperture area of the receiving lens

ST

Surface area of the projected beam

SR

Surface area of the projected FOV of the photodiode

fT

The focal length of the transmitting lens

fR

The focal length of the receiving lens
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LDs are preferably used as light sources because of their higher modulation
bandwidth, greater electrical/optical (E/O) conversion efficiency, smaller emitting
surface area, and lower geometric loss than LEDs or other light sources [43]. The
baseband modulation bandwidth of LEDs is limited to tens of kHz to tens of MHz,
whereas LDs can be modulated at tens of GHz. The higher modulation bandwidth
of LDs allows LDs to provide high-speed transmission data rates (i.e., ≥ 1 Gbps)
if they are used as the light source of an FSOC system. E/O conversion rates of
LEDs are in the range of 10-20%, whereas the E/O conversion rates of LDs are in
the range of 30-70% [43]. The higher E/O conversion rates of LDs make LDs better
candidates than LEDs for FSOC. Moreover, LEDs suffer from a rapid decline in
quantum efficiency, a phenomenon called droop, as the operating currents increase
[86]. An LD is considered as a perfect point-light source with a smaller emitting
surface area than an LED. Therefore, the emitting surface area of an LED can not
be neglected, whereas an LD may be considered as a geometric point on the diffusing
surface, with an emitting surface area almost equal to zero [132]. The geometric loss
of a laser beam is much smaller than that of a beam emitted by an LED for the same
communication distance [132]. Because of the mentioned reasons, we decide to use
an LD as the light source in our proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system.

4.1.3

Calculation of Received Optical Radiation

The minimum area of a projected spot, which is emitted by a light source with
non-negligible surface area, on a diffusing surface may be achieved if dT equals to fT .
This minimum spot size is approximated as follows [132]:

ST ≈

DT ALD
fT cos θT
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(4.1)

where ALD is the surface area of the employed LD. In a case where an LD is used as
the light source, the spot size of the laser beam on the diffusing surface may be as
small as the diffraction limit of the laser, which makes the surface area of the laser
beam’s projection negligibly small.
The surface area of the projection of the receiver’s photodiode on a surface can
be similarly calculated as [132]:

SR =

DR AP D
fR cos θR

(4.2)

where AP D is the surface area of the employed photodiode. The maximum received
power can be achieved if SR ≥ ST , and ST completely overlaps with SR . The received
power is calculated by integrating the reflected light over the intersection of the surface
areas of the projected laser beam and the projection of the receiver on a perfect
Lambertian DR as [132]:
Z
Prx =
ST ∩SR

Ptx R AR cos θR
dσ
2
π ST DR

(4.3)

where Ptx is the total transmission power of the projected laser beam, AR is the
aperture area of the receiving lens, R is the reflectance of the DR and dσ is the
position of the intersected area of ST ∩ SR on the diffusing surface.
Prx is calculated over the intersected area of ST ∩ SR , equation (4.3) and
2
simplified by taking DR
 AR and SR ≥ ST into account as [132]:

Prx =

4.1.4

Ptx R AR cos θR
2
π DR

(4.4)

SNR and BER Calculations

In the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system, the transmitted optical radiation is received
by a direct detection receiver. We employ a direct detection receiver because of its
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simplicity and common use in FSOC [69]. A direct-detection receiver in the proposed
communications system consists of a collimating lens that collects and focuses the
incident light, an optical filter to filter out the undesirable background radiations
such as direct, reflected, or scattered sunlight, a photodiode that performs O/E signal
conversion, an amplifier to amplify the converted electrical signal, and a symbol
detector to recover the received data. We adopt a Mercury Cadmium Telluride
(HgCdTe) avalanche photodiode (APD) that has a built-in low-noise transimpedance
amplifier [129, 120, 119]. The reasons we choose an HgCdTe APD in our proposed
communications system are as follows: 1) Photon-counting-level ultra-high sensitivity
of HgCdTe APDs at 1550 nm allows to capture the optical radiation carrying tens
of photons. 2) Internal amplification (i.e., avalanche) process of the optical receivers
using APDs provides higher SNRs over the PIN photodiodes for the same incident
optical power [78].
The mentioned components of a direct detection receiver may induce some noise
that degrades SNR at the receiver. The total noise of a direct-detection receiver
may be the aggregation of the photo-current shot (i.e, quantum noise), thermal (i.e.,
Johnson noise), dark current, and the background illumination noises [75, 125]. The
shot noise, which is also known as the quantum noise in optical communications,
originates from the random occurrence of photon absorption events in a photodetector
[100]. The number of photons of the incident light fluctuates by following a Poisson
distribution at the receiver causes the shot noise. The thermal noise, also called
Johnson or Nyquist noise, is the electronic noise induced by the thermal agitation of
the electrons passing through an electrical conductor [125]. The dark current is the
current that flows through the bias circuit of a photodiode even without the incident
light [125]. The dark current noise is the result of thermally generating electrons
and/or holes by the p-n junction of the photodiode. The background noise is the
result of the undesirable background radiation collected by the photodetector, which
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may arise from the presence of intense and visible background light, such as sunlight
and artificial lights [75, 100].
The average received power is typically larger than the signal current, which
makes the dark current noise negligible in practice [125]. We employ a bandpass
filter, centered at 1550 nm, to eliminate the solar-radiation-induced background
noise [27, 77].

Bandpass filters are used to transmit a well-defined wavelength

band of light, while rejecting other unwanted radiation [27]. Moreover, it is worth
noting that solar-radiation-induced background noise is more likely to be effective at
smaller wavelengths (e.g., 850 nm) than at the wavelength used in our proposed
communications system [124].

In addition to the employed bandpass filter, a

narrow FOV receiver that satisfies SR ≥ ST may further reduce the impact of the
solar-radiation-induced noise at the receiver. Moreover, proper housing of a receiver,
such as the ones used for commercial FSOC transceivers [2], may also reduce the
solar background radiation by creating some shadowing at the aperture of the receiver.
Therefore, we neglect the background radiation, which makes the receiver shot and/or
thermal noise limited.
The shot noise is a more dominant factor than the thermal noise for a photoncounting direct-detection receiver [44]. This means that the variance of the shot
noise is greater than the variance of the thermal noise, and that makes our proposed
DL-NLOS-FSOC system shot-noise limited.
The sensitivity of a shot-noise limited receiver, which is the minimum required
optical power to keep the BER below a given value, is estimated by [30] :

Pmin = Np h v B
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(4.5)

where Np is the average number of photons contained in a single bit, h is Planck’s
constant, v is the frequency of a photon, and B is the data rate of the FSOC system
[30]. hv is also referred to as the energy of a photon at a given wavelength.
The relation between the SNR and the number of photons incident to the
photodiode is given by [30]:

SN R = η Np

(4.6)

where η is the quantum efficiency of the photodiode, given by [26]:
S
λ

η = 1240

(4.7)

where S is the receiver responsivity and λ is the wavelength of the laser diode in use.
We consider the widely adopted OOK-NRZ as the modulation scheme [40, 69].
The BER of an FSOC system that uses an OOK-NRZ modulation is calculated by

p
BER = erf c( SN R/2)

(4.8)

where erfc is the complementary error function given as [76, 66]:
2
erf c(z) = √
π
4.1.5

Z

∞

2

e−t dt

(4.9)

z

Full-Duplex FSOC

Each party (e.g., car, ground station, or any optical station) in the proposed
DL-NLOS-FSOC system is equipped with a transmitter and a receiver that can be
independently pointed to any direction by using light-weight gimbals. A full-duplex
FSOC between two communicating stations, station i and station i + 1, can be
established by using two different DRs, DR 1 and 2, to establish one downlink and
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one uplink, as shown in Figure 4.1. In this configuration, the transmitter of station i
and the receiver of station i + 1 point toward the DR 2 to establish a downlink from
station i to station i+1. At the same time, the transmitter of the station i+1 and the
receiver of station i point toward the DR 1 to establish an uplink from station i + 1
to station i. Another possible configuration to achieve a full-duplex FSOC between
a pair of communication stations is to project the laser beams of the stations onto
the same DR with a spatial diversity between them. Figure 4.3 shows a full-duplex
FSO link between a pair of communication stations, station i and station i + 1. In
this figure, two spatially diverse laser beams emitted by station i and station i + 1
are projected on a DR to create two non-overlapping beam footprints. These beam
footprints are then received by the intended receivers as the laser beam footprints
are within the FOV of the corresponding receivers. Note that if two communicating
stations employ different wavelengths (e.g., 1310 and 1550 nm, respectively) the laser
beams of the communicating stations may be follow the same optical path and overlap
on the diffusing surface [56]. In this case, the transmitter and receiver of each station
is combined in an enclosure to form a transceiver. The transmitted and received
beams sharing the same optical path may be splitted by using beam splitters at the
transceivers [126].
A coordination may be needed between a transmitter-receiver pair to select a
common DR for communication. The global positioning system (GPS) coordinates
of both the transmitter and receiver may be used to select the closest DR for given
coordinates of all DRs scattered around the transmitter and receiver at any time. If
both transmitter and its intended receiver select the same DR at the same time, an
optical link may be established.
In a ground-to-mobile communications scenario, we assume that there is at
least one DR illuminated by the closest ground station. A receiver intended to
communicate with its corresponding transmitter may face toward the closest DR
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Figure 4.3 A pair of communicating FSO stations share a DR to establish a fullduplex DL-NLOS-FSOC.
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to establish an optical link. The receiver that projects its projection onto a DR may
find the DR occupied by an unintended transmitter. In this case, the receiver checks
the destination medium access control (MAC) address of the data packets carried by
the projected light on the diffusing surface and steers towards the next closest DR if
the data packets are not intended for it. This process may continue until the receiver
finds the right DR with the projection of its intended transmitter.

4.2

Results and Discussion

In this section, we provide the numerical analysis of the receiver power as a function
of the distance between a DR and a vehicular/mobile station, which is performed
in MATLAB R . Moreover, we discuss the adaptive control of the projection area of
the receiver on a diffusing surface, the handover procedure for mobile receivers, and
portable DRs.
We evaluate two ground-to-vehicle communication scenarios, comprising a
stationary transmitter (i.e., a ground station) transmits and a mobile receiver (i.e.,
a car) receives. The car moves perpendicularly (i.e., 90 degrees) or longitudinally
(i.e., along the plane of the DR) away from the DR, as Figure 4.4(a) shows. In
the perpendicular-displacement scenario, the communication DR-receiver distance
increases whereas the reflectance angle, θR , does not change as the receiver moves
away from the DR. In the longitudinal-displacement scenario θR increases as the
DR-receiver distance increases.
In the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system, we aim to provide a BER of 10−9
between a pair of communicating stations to achieve 1 Gbps. A BER of 10−9 is
guaranteed with an SNR greater than or equal to 15.56 dB, according to equations
(4.8) and (4.9). The number of photons per bit required to satisfy this SNR is
calculated as greater than or equal to 57 for a receiver responsivity and quantum
efficiency of 0.8 and 0.64 A/W, respectively, according to equations (4.6) and (4.7).
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Figure 4.4 Perpendicular and longitudinal displacements of a moving car.
The minimum required received power to satisfy a BER of 10−9 is -51.36 dBm,
according to equation (4.5). Table 4.2 shows the parameters used in the evaluations.
The adopted laser diode in out proposal transmits a wavelength of 1550 nm.
This is a well-studied wavelength for FSOC with the following advantages: 1) It falls
in one of the atmospheric windows where the atmospheric attenuation is low.
2) High quality transmitter and detector components that use a 1550-nm wavelength
are available in the market and they are capable of transmitting high power (i.e.,
more than 500 mW) and high data rates (i.e., more than 2.5 Gbps). 3) Lasers that
use a wavelength of 1550 nm can transmit 50 to 65 times the transmission power of
the lasers transmitting at 780 to 850 nm for the same eye safety classification [40, 85].
4) Solar spectral irradiance at the wavelength of 1550 nm is lower than the other
frequencies that are commonly used in FSOC systems, such as 850 and 1310 nm
[124]. Therefore, FSOC systems that use 1550 nm as the transmission wavelength
are less affected by the sun light as compared to other FSOC systems that use lower
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Table 4.2 Evaluation Parameters for DL-NLOS-FSOC System
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Unit

Wavelength

λ

1550

nm

Transmission power

Ptx

[50, 200]

mW

Photodiode responsivity

S

0.8

A/W

Quantum efficiency

η

0.64

A/W

Energy of a photon at 1550 nm

hv

0.79989

eV

Data rate

B

1

Gbps

Reflectance

R

1

-

Surface area of the laser diode

ALD

negligible

cm2

Surface area of the photodiode

AP D

5e-6

cm2

Projected spot size of the transmitter

ST

negligible

cm2

Projection area of the receiver

SR

variable

cm2

Aperture area of the transmitting lens

AT

10

cm2

Aperture area of the receiving lens

AR

95

cm2
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wavelengths than 1550 nm. 5) Sensitive HgCdTe APDs are available for 1550-nm
wavelength [120, 89, 119].

4.2.1

Impact of the Communication Distance on the Received Power,
SNR, and BER

Figure 4.5 shows the received power of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system
for a receiver moving perpendicularly away from a perfect Lambertian DR. The
transmission power ranges from 50 to 200 mW, with a step size of 50 mW. In this
evaluation, the ground station (i.e., the transmitter), located 100 meters away from
the DR, transmits a narrow laser beam towards the DR. Owing to the use of a narrow
beam, the distance between the transmitter and the DR does not affect the received
power, even when the distance becomes tens of km [79]. In our experiments, we
evaluate DR-receiver distances from 1 to 300 m, with a step-size variation of 5 m.
The height of the DR from the ground is 100 m. According to the results in Figure 4.5,
the maximum communication distances that provide a data rate of 1 Gbps are 141,
201, 251, and 286 m for transmission power of 50, 100, 150, and 200 mW, respectively.
Similarly, Figure 4.6 shows the received power of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC
system in a scenario where a receiver moves longitudinally away from a DR. The
calculated maximum communication distances in this figure are 127, 160, 183, and
201 m for the transmission power of 50, 100, 150, and 200 mW, respectively. These
results correspond to a decrease of 21.78% in the average communication distance as
compared to those in the perpendicular-displacement of the vehicle. This decrease is
caused by the increase in the DR-receiver distance and the increase of the reflectance
angle. The results in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 reveal that the average DR-receiver distance
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Figure 4.5 Received power as receiver car moves away from the DR under
perpendicular displacements.
may be increased by around 20% if the receiving vehicle aims to receive the diffuselyreflected light from a DR with a minimum θR as the vehicle travels.
Figure 4.7 shows the SNR of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system as the
perpendicular-displacement of the vehicle varies. The transmission power ranges from
50 to 200 mW, with a step size of 50 mW. The DR-receiver distance varies from 100 to
300 m, with a step size of 5 m. We omit the corresponding results to the DR-receiver
distances of 1 to 100 m to increase the readability of the results in the range of 100
to 300 m. The results in this figure reveal that the proposed communication system
satisfies an SNR of 15.56 dB at the communication distances of up to 141, 201, 251,
and 286 m for the transmission power of 50, 100, 150, and 200 mW, respectively.
These results are consistent with the results given in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.8 shows the SNR of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system as the
longitudinal-displacement of the receiver varies for the transmission power of 50 to
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Figure 4.6 Received power as receiver car moves away from the DR under
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200 mW, with a step size of 50 mW. The DR-receiver distance varies from 100 to 300
m, with a step size of 5 m. The maximum communication distances that satisfy a
minimum SNR of 15.56 are 128, 161, 184, and 203 m for 50, 100, 150, and 200 mW,
respectively. The results in Figure 4.8 are also consistent with the results in 4.6.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the corresponding BER of the proposed DL-NLOSFSOC system for the perpendicular and longitudinal displacement of the receiver,
respectively. The transmission power varies from 50 to 200 mW, with a step size of
50 mW. These results show that the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system can provide
an error-free 1-Gbps optical link for a DR-receiver distance of up to 220 and 162 m in
average, as the mobile receiver moves perpendicularly and longitudinally, respectively.
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the BER of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system
as the perpendicular and longitudinal DR-receiver distances changes under different
transmission data rates, respectively. The transmission power is 100 mW. The results
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in these figures show that the maximum communication distances yielding a BER of
10−9 are 201, 215, 289, and 374 m for perpendicular displacement and 160, 166, 202,
and 240 m for longitudinal displacement as the corresponding transmission data rates
are 1, 0.9, 0.5, and 0.3 Gbps, respectively. These results reveal that an adaptive datarate scheme may be used to further increase the maximum communication distance
of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system by decreasing the transmission data rate as
the DR-receiver distance increases.
4.2.2

Adaptive Control of the Projection Area of the Receiver on the
Diffuse Reflector

The radius of the receiver’s projection on the diffusing surface can be adjusted by
varying the distance between the photodiode and the focusing lens at the receiver.
The main goal of controlling the radius of the receiver’s projection is to ensure
the transmitted beam is completely within the FOV of the receiver as the distance
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between the DR and the receiver varies. Note that the received power is maximized if
the projections of the transmitted beam and the photodiode fully overlap. Moreover,
the surface area of the receiver’s projection is selected according to the surface area
of the employed DR to avoid of creating a projection surface area that is larger than
the surface area of the DR.
The focusing lens at the receiver follows the thin-lens equation if the projection
of the photodiode is perfectly focused. The thin-lens equation is given by [63]:
1
1
1
=
+
fR
D R dR

(4.10)

The radius of the receiver’s projection on a diffusing surface can be calculated
by using equations (4.2) and (4.10) for given fR and DR . Specifically, as the distance
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between the receiving lens and the photodiode decreases, the radius of the receiver’s
projection on the diffusing surface increases, and vice versa.
A motorized lens that uses a motor to control the distance between the focusing
lens and the photodiode, such as the one used in motorized beam expanders [70],
may be employed to adjust the radius of the receiver’s projection according to the
distance between the DR and the focusing lens. Section 3.1.4 gives more detail about
the selection of beam expanders.
4.2.3

Handover

In a ground-to-mobile FSOC scenario, a handover mechanism may use the GPS
coordinates of a transmitter and mobile receiver to select the best possible DR(s) to
project and receive the transmitted beam as the receiver travels. Figure 4.13 shows
an overview of a ground-to-mobile DL-NLOS-FSOC system just after a handover
is performed as the receiver car travels from the field of regard of a source DR to
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the field of regard of a target DR, where both diffusing surfaces are illuminated by
the same ground station. At the time the receiver enters the field of regard of the
target DR the receiver steers and points its receiving aperture towards the target DR
to perform the handover using the GSP coordinates of the source and target DRs,
and itself. Any possible interruption of the data stream during a handover may be
alleviated by using a data buffering technique not to experience any degradation in
the quality-of-experience for interactive applications [87].

4.2.4

Portable Diffuse Reflectors

The DRs employed in the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system may not be attached
to a stationary structure, such as a building, bridge, tower, interior wall of a tunnel,
traffic sign, traffic light, or a street light. Drones may be also used to carry the DRs
to be located anywhere they are needed. For instance, in case of a disaster that may
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destroy or damage the structures where the DRs attached to diffuse-reflector-carrying
drones may be temporarily replace the damaged DR(s) to recover the interrupted
communication. Moreover, a diffuse-reflector-carrying drone may track a receiver
up to the maximum communication distance of the corresponding transmitter to
eliminate the handover need of the receiver tracked by the drone.

4.3

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we propose a novel DL-NLOS-FSOC system for vehicular networking.
The proposed communications system uses DRs that can be attached to almost any
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surface or even carried by drones to establish a high-speed (i.e., ≥ 1 Gbps) optical link
between a transmitter and receiver without requiring LOS between a transmitter and
receiver. The DRs are passive and inert materials, which simplify the design of the
proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system. A transmitter in the proposed communications
system may use a narrow laser beam to minimize the geometric loss of transmitter-DR
distance and considerably extend the communications range. Wide beams may also
be used in special scenarios. We adopted a sensitive HgCdTe APD in our system and
set a BER of 10−9 for an optical received power greater than or equal to -51.36 dBm.
Our results show that high data rates can be achieved for a few hundred meters. For
example, a 1-Gbps optical link can be achieved for a DR-to-receiver distance of 200
m and a transmitting power of 100 mW, and up to 300 m with 200 mW, including a
wide covered area.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation, high-speed data communications systems for vehicular networks
using FSOC are discussed. Three different FSOC systems that provide high-data
rates (≥ 1 Gbps) to vehicles are proposed to tackle the inherent different challenges
in mobile FSOC.
In the first chapter, an introduction and mobility-specific challenges to FSOC
were presented.
In second chapter, narrow and wide beams for FSOC in the context of ground-totrain HST communications were investigated. These beam modalities were compared,
and their advantages and disadvantages were unveiled. The covered distance, steering
speed, steering arc, covered area, and the impact of vibration for each angle were
estimated. Considering the presented results, a divergence-angle range to enable a
contact time larger than or equal to the worst-case handover time was proposed for
HST communications. The impact of vibration was also examined. Our results show
that the proposed range of divergence angles guarantees that the received power is
larger than the receiver sensitivity threshold with the maximum vertical vibration
amplitude smaller than or equal to 50 mm.
In the third chapter of the dissertation, an adaptive beam that adapts its
divergence angle according to the receiver aperture diameter and the communication
distance was presented. This approach improves the received power and eases the
alignment between the communicating terminals as compared to a fixed-divergence
beam in an FSOC system for HSTs. Our results show that the proposed adaptive
beam outperforms a fixed-divergence beam that uses a divergence angle of 1 mrad by
an average received-power difference of approximately 33 dB. Moreover, the adaptive
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beam approach increases the maximum communication distance of an FSOC system
for HSTs with an average of 742 m over a fixed-beam approach by guaranteeing a
BER of 10− 9 for different visibility values ranging from 0.1 to 1 km. Moreover, a new
placement of ground transceivers above the track (above the train passage) is proposed
that provides an optimum alignment with the train movement.

The proposed

transceiver placement decreases deviation of the beam between the transceiver on
the train and a base station, which in turn increases the received power by 3.8 dB in
average over the base station layout that places the base stations next to track.
In the fourth chapter, a novel diffused-light non-line-of-sight FSOC system
for providing 1-Gbps Internet access to vehicles was proposed.

The proposed

communications system uses diffuse reflectors to establish a high-speed (i.e., ≥ 1
Gbps) optical link between a transmitter and receiver without requiring LOS between
the transmitter and receiver.

The DRs do not use any electric nor mechanical

parts, which simplifies the design of the proposed DL-NLOS-FSOC system. Each
transmitter in the proposed communications system uses a narrow laser beam
that minimizes the geometric loss of transmitter-DR distance, which considerably
extends the total communication range of the proposed communications system.
Ultra-sensitive HgCdTe APDs adopted here sets a BER of 10−9 for an optical received
power greater than or equal to -51.36 dBm. Our results show that a 1-Gbps optical
link can be achieved with an average DR-to-receiver distance of 220 meters for varying
transmit powers of 50 to 200 mW while guaranteeing such data rate.

5.1

Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows:
1. It compares different beam modalities and reveals a viable range of divergence
angles to realize an FSOC system for HSTs, for the first time. The revealed
range of divergence angles mitigates the impairing effect of train-induced
vibration while guaranteeing high data rates (i.e., ≥ 1 Gbps) for an HST. The
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divergence angles in the proposed range meet the theoretical maximum steering
speed of an FSM, and lowers the complexity of an FSOC system.
2. It proposes an adaptive-divergence beam in an FSOC system for HSTs, which
improves the received power, signal-to-noise ratio, and the bit error rate as
compared to a
fixed-divergence beam. The proposed adaptive-divergence approach adapts the
beam divergence angle of the transmitted beam to achieve a footprint of the
diameter of the receiver aperture and minimize the geometric loss of the optical
link for a given communication distance between a transmitter-receiver pair.
3. It proposes a new ground station placement in an FSOC system for HSTs to
place the ground stations right above the passage of an HST to achieve an
efficient alignment between the ground stations and the mobile FSO stations
on the train. This new placement improve the received power by decreasing the
lateral distance between the train and the ground transceivers, and makes the
ground transceivers parallel to the track.
4. It proposes a novel outdoor DL-NLOS-FSOC system that does not require a
direct LOS between the communicating parties for vehicular networks. The
proposed communications system allows the receivers to receive a transmitted
beam regardless of the angle of view, which eliminates the fine alignment
requirement in mobile FSOC systems.

5.2

Future Work

1. Decreasing the handover time for vehicular networks or eliminating it completely
with the support of cloud computing.
2. Developing a drone-based mobile FSOC system with adaptive data-rate for
varying weather conditions to optimize the received power, communication
distance, SNR, and BER.
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